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LOT 319  SURFING STYX 
ART MAJOR / STAR FLEET (ESPRIT NOIR)

Colt first foal from Somebeachsomewhere 
mare by Art Major. This a reverse cross
to Champion Captaintreacherous.
Exciting pedigree.

TYX
TABLES    S

LOT 473  GINGER STYX
ART MAJOR / PRIM & PROPER (TRADETTE)

Filly  Full sister to Majorly 
Foxy Styx Winner of Group 
1, Group 2 & Group 3. 
Unfortunately died before 
reaching her potential.
Big Strong Art Major.

LOT 484  STYX BLITZ
AUCKLAND REACTOR / FREE AS A BIRD (MAIKONA)

Colt, Impressive, Athletic, 
½ to Johny White. ½ to 
Huey Lewis. Vender willing 
to take a share if it is 
bought for syndication.
 

Inspection welcome
Phone Neil Rich
Styx Stables
03 359 4323 or 027 451 4323

•   WILL BE SOLD ON SECOND DAY OF CHRISTCHURCH SALE   •  
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LOT 319  SURFING STYX 
ART MAJOR / STAR FLEET (ESPRIT NOIR)

Colt first foal from Somebeachsomewhere 
mare by Art Major. This a reverse cross
to Champion Captaintreacherous.
Exciting pedigree.

TYX
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LOT 473  GINGER STYX
ART MAJOR / PRIM & PROPER (TRADETTE)

Filly  Full sister to Majorly 
Foxy Styx Winner of Group 
1, Group 2 & Group 3. 
Unfortunately died before 
reaching her potential.
Big Strong Art Major.

LOT 484  STYX BLITZ
AUCKLAND REACTOR / FREE AS A BIRD (MAIKONA)

Colt, Impressive, Athletic, 
½ to Johny White. ½ to 
Huey Lewis. Vender willing 
to take a share if it is 
bought for syndication.
 

Inspection welcome
Phone Neil Rich
Styx Stables
03 359 4323 or 027 451 4323

•   WILL BE SOLD ON SECOND DAY OF CHRISTCHURCH SALE   •  
COVER: Lazarus bolts in to win the 2016 New Zealand Cup by 10 lengths. 
Frank Marrion takes a closer look at his future prospects as a stallion.

Preparer: Brent McIntyre
Macca Lodge, Gore

(03) 202-5506 or 027 752 2284

Lot 221 Rosa Parks
Net Ten Eom /Niftey Franco
Filly is the first yearling by son of 
Somebeachsomewhere – Net Ten Eom to be 
offered through the ring. Half to dual Group 
3 winning and stakes placed Glenferrie Hood 
(22wins – $233,472). Family of Chancellor 
Cullen and Nevermore family.

Lot 398 Benbrae
Panspacificflight/Art For Artsplace
Lovely looking colt by a sire who is kicking 
goals from small numbers. Grandam won 20 
including 13 in USA for $160,336 in stakes. 
Well worth inspecting.

Lot 492 Handbrake Harry
Somebeachsomewhere/Glenburn Jewel
Superb type by Somebeachsomewhere.
Dam won 5 and placed in 12 races.
Full brother The Honey Badger won twice as a 
2YO. Looks like lightning will strike twice as 
could be an early type also.
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F R O M  T H E 
E X E C U T I V E 
M A N A G E R

Having been in ownership for nearly five years, 2015/16 was to be 
my first season as a breeder. 

I recently was clearing out some of my old clutter, when I 
stumbled across some of the activities I had completed on an 
Outward Bound course at Anikiwa in the Marlborough Sounds.

It was there in late 2013 on the 21 day course that I made a lot of 
decisions that have led me down the path to where I am today 
with The Breeders. 

I decided it was time to leave the shores of sunny Sydney, quit 
my graduate job (which I hated) and move home to be closer to 
family and look for more meaningful work in Aotearoa. 

One of the activities at Anikiwa was to complete a ‘bucket list’ 
of things to do before you die. Sounds cliché right? Go out in the 
bush for three weeks and come out with a bucket list; new goals 
and fresh perspective and things will magically fall into place.

Call me a dreamer, but a kid who grew up sharing a room with 
three brothers until he was 15 had to be.

It was at Anakiwa I had scribbled without ever giving it much 
further thought that I wanted to own a New Zealand Cup winner. 
But also that I wanted to breed the Cup Winner and have my own 
lifestyle block with black type broodmares.

I’m light years away from rearing a cup winner on my own land 
like Judy and John Stiven of Arden Lodge. Yet the law of attraction 
suggests that the thoughts we cultivate can in fact become 
reality through positive thinking, hard work and perseverance. 

I still cannot believe it’s been over a year since accepting the 
role with the NZSBA. In doing so I have found the true essence 
of meaningful work. I am blessed to get out of bed every day 
and work towards making this a viable and sustainable sport/
industry for breeders throughout New Zealand.

It’s not all rainbows and lollipops.

We have some great challenges on our hands with the obvious 
decline of breeders and breeding numbers.

We as the NZSBA are limited by both governance and resources 
in our ability to effect solutions and outcomes while other factors 
such as the costs of veterinary services and rising land prices 
(agistment) we can do very little about. 

Another issue causing breeders havoc this season, and again 
something largely outside of our control, is the climate. Many 
mares don’t know whether its summer or winter and the costs of 
serving and rescanning a mare failing to cycle can mount pretty 
quickly! 

Breeders, despite providing the product and being at the 
frontline of financial risk have their commitment to the industry 

By Brad Reid | 
Executive Manager

overshadowed by those who continue to perceive the punter and 
owner as being more important. Are we not all in this together?

For the most part we as breeders are a positive bunch. We have 
to be! After all why would anyone persevere in a sport that many 
will tell you is on the back foot? 

Occasionally it can be easy to lose sight of why we do something 
we love.

February is a time in which breeders experience a vast array of 
emotions.

Many will be ecstatic at the safe arrival of new born foals while 
others experience the heartbreak of losing livestock, whether it 
be an embryo, mare, foal and tragically sometimes both.

Many will get the good news their mares are safely back in foal 
and carrying a potential future champion or sales topper, while 
others chew their finger nails in anticipation of a 14-day positive 
scan!

Many will put a yearling through the sales ring only to be bitterly 
disappointed with the outcome. While others will put a yearling 
through and be pleasantly surprised at where the hammer will 
fall.

So much of what we do with livestock is outside of our control.

What we can control to some extent is looking out for one 
another and working together for positive outcomes.

Good luck if you are selling at this year’s sales! I hope to see you 
there with a smile on your face in reward for the hard work and 
commitment in getting your investment to the ring.

INTERDOMINION QUIZ

Try answering this first without looking at reference material, 
googling it etc and if you are still having difficulty and to 
check your answers, refer to page 58.

A two part question - who am I??

a) I was a 2016 Interdominion contender
b) my fifth dam was 

To assist you in your deliberations, here are a few clues :

1) all horses descend from the family of Fashion Queen
2) the mare required (fifth dam) was dam of an 
Interdominion Pacing Grand Final winner
3) this mare is the fourth dam of a New Zealand Cup winner
4) the NZ Cup winning mare left a Hunter Cup winner

Bonus points given if you correctly nominate years, venues 
of winning performances, breeding etc.

Good Luck!!

The piece of paper I dug out from the 2013 archives stating my 
horse breeding goals
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Welcome to the 2017 edition of the yearling featured Breeding Matters. 
In the blink of an eye, or so it seems, it’s yearling sales season again.

With that comes the hopes and dreams, albeit from different vantage points, of breeders, 
studs vendors, buyers, trainers and PGGW Standardbred. That’s not unusual.

What is different this year - a crop of debut sires to the sales for a start. Alta Christiano, 
A Rocknroll Dance, Andover Hall, Highview Tommy, Master Glide, Net Ten Eom, One 
Over Da Moon, Orlando Vici, Peak and Wishing Stone. This line up certainly brings some 
variety the trotting ranks in particular. If these yearlings are anywhere as good as their 
dads we are in for a treat or two next summer when the juveniles step out

There are other factors that are different too. There are positives in the sport with prize 
money slowly increasing; betting turnover for harness more than holding its own, the 
ATC residential developments fully subscribed, the Met’s plans for its hotel development 
nearing completion and the Southerners leading the way with a cooperative race 
programming and stakes plan that promises regulars stakes increases. 

Offsetting these positives is more than a little bit of gloom and negativity around if you 
want to disturb your daylight hours by following social media. For the life of me I cannot 
work out why people stay involved in an activity or a sport if they do not like it or cannot 
make a positive contribution towards its betterment. Have an opinion by all means, put it 
out there (however and where you what), but why include the personal attacks on people 
doing their best, who do a great job.

I have a special bee in my bonnet at the moment about the sometimes careless way 
some keyboard warriors lump all HRNZ staff into a beef they may have about some 
aspect of HRNZ.  I know we all have strong views. But the HRNZ staff get the job done, 
efficiently and pleasantly. Sometimes they do their job in the face of unbelievable 
belligerence, abuse and hostility that for mine is unacceptable. Trainers, owners, drivers, 
breeders do not ‘own’ these good people. They do not work for individuals in the industry 
to do their bidding. And yes, they are my mates!

If people have an issue with an HRNZ decision take it up directly with Edward Rennell 
who is extremely accessible. Or a board member near you; there are enough of them!

While we applaud the good and reflect of what can be improved I was wondering the 
other day about the dates for the sales. (This is my own personal question and not an 
NZSBA view, just to be clear.) Is there any reason why the NZ yearling sales should not 
be in early March, after the Australian major carnivals in Victoria and NSW? I realise 
yearlings will be three weeks later being broken in, and that may have consequences 
later in the racing season.

On the face of it there may be two advantages. Firstly, the late born yearlings will be 
more developed. Secondly, with the Aussie carnivals out of the way could we attract 
more inwards buyers (trainers) who are not worrying about their commitments at 
Menangle the Saturday of sales week?  Whatever, we will all have to monitor this closely 
with harness racing in Australia on course to move to a calendar year racing programme 
from 2019 or thereafter with major changes to their carnivals and programming. 

So back to reason we are here. There are a great many other reasons to buy into the 
dream of racing a champion. New Zealand-bred standardbreds continue to build on their 
impressively high profile here and in Australia. The quality of our horses is outstanding. 
The quality and razzamatazz associated with our major carnivals is the envy of many in 
New Zealand. The atmosphere of our country and holiday racing is infectious and part of 
our social fabric.

All the best for the sales in whatever capacity you are there.

F R O M  T H E  C H A I R M A N

By John Mooney | 
NZSBA Chairman

DENARIO
BREEDING
CHRISTCHURCH LOTS

LOT 255: JIVE DENARIO
(A Rocknroll Dance / Presidential Sweet) – A 
strong bodied filly from 3 win sister to high 
class performer Gomeo Romeo. A product 
of A Rocknroll Dance’s first crop, she has 
demonstrated intelligence during prep and 
should represent a great chance on the track.

LOT 306: SCRIBE DENARIO
(Sportswriter / Southern Delight) – A filly 
with scope by a promising sire with limited 
numbers on the ground! From a sharp Bettors 
Delight dam who registered 3 wins and 
4 places from 9 race starts before injury 
curtailed her career. Grab the mare’s first foal 
from this rock solid family and be assured of a 
quality producer post racing. 

LOT 405: DONDE DENARIO
(Somebeachsomewhere / Averil’s Atom) – An 
impressive filly who shows herself off very 
well. The dam has thrown 10 fillies to date 
but fortunately they can run FAST and also 
offer tremendous broodmare potential.

For inspection please contact
Mark on (0272) 560-407

“Southern Bred – Southern Reared, 
giving you the winning edge”
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BRECKON FARMS DRAFT
AUSTRALASIAN CLASSIC YEARLING SALE 2017

Lot 50 – Rockin Regal (brown 
colt A Rocknroll Dance / Spirit 

Of Spring)

Lot 83 – Yorkshire Rose (bay 
colt A Rocknroll Dance / 

Veste)

Lot 137 – Miss Streisand 
(bay filly A Rocknroll Dance / 

Goodlookinggirl)

A ROCKNROLL DANCE

Lot 120 – Whatuhot (bay colt 
Andover Hall / Broadband)

Lot 87 – Meantobe (bay colt 
Andover Hall / Yankeedoosie)

ANDOVER HALL

Lot 4 – Jack Jones (bay colt 
Art Major / Jacinta Jones)

Lot 22 – Drum Beat (bay colt 
Art Major / Milagro)

Lot 46 – Toomuchlip (bay filly 
Art Major / Racketeers Girl)

                                                                   ART MAJOR 

Lot 66 – All Yours (bay colt Art 
Major / Temepara Cullen)

Lot 71 – Fantasize (bay filly Art 
Major / Thebestamancanget)

Lot 54- Ball of Art (bay colt Art 
Major / Star Of The Ball)

Lot 100 – Smart Fortune (bay 
colt Art Major / 
Affairs Of State)

AUCKLAND REACTOR

Lot 133 – Kid Granite (bay colt 
Auckland Reactor / 

Georgia’s Jury)

SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE

Lot 36 – Foryouonly (bay colt 
Somebeachsomewhere / 

Onlyforyou)

Lot 128 – Sea Change (brown 
filly Somebeachsomewhere / 

Dancingonmoonlight)

BREEDER OF PRIZE WINNING 
HARNESS RACING STARS 

including Breeders Crown 
Champions High Gait & Katy Perry 

& Champion Trotter I Can Doosit

Lot 116 – Betta Getta Lover 
(bay colt Rock N Roll Heaven / 

Bettor Cover Lover)

ROCKNROLL HEAVEN ROCKNROLL HANOVER

Lot 58 – Rock the Nation 
(bay colt Rocknroll Hanover / 

Stateofthenation)
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BRECKON FARMS DRAFT
AUSTRALASIAN CLASSIC YEARLING SALE 2017

WELL SAID

Lot 124 – Top Change (brown 
filly Well Said / Changedown)

Lot 141 – Bita Banta (bay colt 
Well Said / High Society Gal)

Lot 95 – Gimme Hope (brown 
filly Mach Three / Affairs Are 

Bettor)

Lot 9  – Sassy Tart (bay filly 
Bettor’s Delight / 
Kelly Maguire)

Lot 62 – Mathew James (bay 
colt Bettor’s Delight / 

Taylor Kate)

Lot 104 – Kokomo Beach 
(brown colt Bettor’s Delight / 

Beach Parade)

Lot 108 – Sayalittleprayer (bay 
filly Bettor’s Delight / Bella 

Anvil)

                           BETTOR’S DELIGHT

Lot 79 – Movinon Up (bay colt 
Bettor’s Delight / Twist And 

Twirl)

WISHING STONE

Lot 32 – Goodman (bay colt 
Wishing Stone / Olesya)

Lot 28 – Miracle Moose (bay 
colt Mach Three / Minnie 

Moose)

Lot 40 – Oynas (bay colt Mach 
Three / Paddy Brown)

Lot 112 – Macca’s (bay colt 
Mach Three / Bella Me)

Lot 91 – Zinny Mach (bay colt 
Mach Three / Zingara)

MACH THREE

MUSCLE HILL

Lot 13 – Legendary Lover (bay 
colt Muscle Hill / Love Ya 

Doosie)

View more photos and videos at 

http://www.breckonfarms.co.nz/2017-sale-
yearling-photographs/

or
http://www.standardbred.co.nz/Sales/Up-

comingLots/95

Lot 147 – Hot Rhythm (bay 
filly Bettor’s Delight / Hot 

Shoe Shuffle)

Lot 18 – Miss Cleverclogs 
(bay filly Bettor’s Delight/ 

Maid In Splendour)

Lot 75 – My Kiwi Lass (bay 
filly Bettor’s Delight / 

Toast To Cullen) 
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N E W  S E A S O N 
S I R E S

The new sires ….  Alta Christiano, A Rocknroll Dance, 
Andover Hall, Highview Tommy, Master Glide, Net Ten Eom, 
One Over Da Moon, Orlando Vici, Peak and Wishing Stone.

Sixty-Three yearlings by 10 new-time dads will be offered for sale 
next month: six trotting sires with 21 boys and girls, and three 
pacing dominated by A Rocknroll Dance with 39 babies on offer.

A Rocknroll Dance (Rocknroll Hanover - Witicha Hanover - 
Cam’s Card Shark) dominates with newcomers with 11 entries at 
the Australiasian sale and 28 (13 fillies & 15 colts) in Christchurch.

Among the Christchurch offerings are colts from Belle Vista (the 
family of Five Star Anvil and Lets Elope), Under Cover Lover 
(nothing more needs to be said), and Shard’s Fantasy (dam of 
Bledislow, 14 wins, family of Mighty Cullen and Likemesiah). 

Among the Christchurch fillies the Devery’s A Rocknrole Dream is 
a one dam pedigree page including Western Dream and her son 
Western Cullen. Pembrooke Tilly has a Wally Power filly that gets 
you into the great Chaangerr’s bloodlines, while Zenola Rocks 
from Zenola’s Princess has the tough Zena Mac as a half sister 
and in there close by Zenterfold and her son Tintin In America.

A Rocknroll Dance’s Auckland offering has relatives of Alta 
Christiano, Under Cover Lover, Mark Dennis (33 Aust wins), IM 
Corzen Terror (15 Aust wins), Tintin In America and Nketia (10 Aust 
wins & 24 USA).

By John Mooney

One Ova Da Moon

A Rocknroll Dance was the richest 2YO of his year, was the first 
horse to pace three consequtive sub 1.48 races with a final record 
of 1.47.8 and $2.45m in stakes. He served 500 mares in NZ in his 
first two seasons through Alabar NZ and Nevele R Stud.

The three remaining pacing sires are Net Ten Eom 
(Somebeachsomewhere) with Macca Lodge offering Rosa Parks 
a filly out of Niftey Franco (Badlands Hanover) who is the dam of 
Glenferrie Hood (1.52.1 and 22 wins all over Australia). Then there 
is Tony Dickinson’s Alta Resolve by Alta Christiano (Christian 
Cullen) from the Road Machine mare Thanks Anita who has Alta 
Capone racing in Australia and a career of 13 wins.

Handsome Bettor’s Delight stallion Highview Tommy has one 
entry in the Christchurch sale, Glen Elgin Tomson, a colt offered 
by Hazel Van Opzeeland out of Spring Thaw (Falcon’s Seelster). 
A half brother to Talaspring and six other winners the colt traces 
back to the broodmare great Sakuntala and her daughter 
Tuapeka Vale the dam of Monkey King.

Leading the trotting ranks with nine yearlings is Andover Hall 
the most successful stallion from one of the modern day siring 
dynasties with brothers Conway and Angus and sister Emilie Cas 
El the dam of Trixton (Muscle Hill).

Breckon Farms is offering two colts by Andover Hall: Meantobe 
a colt from the race winner Muscles Yankee half-sister to I Can 
Doosit, Yankeedoosie, and a little later Whatuhot again from a 
race winning Muscles Yankee mare, Broadband. 

In Christchurch Andover Hall’s seven babies offer you the 
opportunity to acquire close relations to KD Muscles & What 
Ever You Like, Paramount Geegee & Paramount Queen, Roydon 
Flash Sundon and King Denny, I Can Doosit and Sheemon. It 
will be a surprise if some of these do not make an appearance in 
early 2018 at the 2YO trials.

A Rocknroll Dance
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Wishing Stone Peak

Andover Hall 

Highview Tommy

Master Glide (Valley Glide) an unraced full brother to Passionate 
Glide (1.52.4 $2 million), has the colt Astral Guru a half-brother to 
Astral Traveller a dual winner over the holidays.

Well-known identities Heather and Lex Williams are offering 
two colts by their pride and joy One Over Da Moon by Majestic 
Son from their trotting royalty mare One Over Kenny (Sundon). 
Through the sons of Anna Castleton and Landora’s Pearl you can 
treat yourself to access to the consistent trotters and families of 
Landora’s Pride, Sundon’s Gift, Sir Castleton.

The influence of the French trotters is growing in NZ. Orland 
Vici one of the Haras des Trottuers stable of sires has progeny 
in Europe with winnings of €18 million ($NZ$27m). Through 
Juneamy Castleton’s daughter, Oneamy Vici, the 6th lot in 
Christchurch and Clicquot’s daughter, the first foal of the six-win 
mare Sunny Kash with Monbet deep in the pedigree, you could 
be in the champagne as a racehorse owner and later a breeder.

Peak, Peak Peak the showy chestnut clean gaited trotter brings 
a mix of the French and US bloodlines. With 106 mares in his first 
two seasons we have three on offer: one in Auckland and two at 
Christchurch.

Howz Lucky, the dam with one of the most winning  family in 
NZ (eight racing age, seven winners, 38 wins between them) 
has a chestnut filly in Auckland as the first Peak yearling offered 
through the sales.

In Christchurch on Day 2 in close order is a colt out of Dutchess 
whose half sister produced Mountbatten, and then a filly from 
Enchant the dam of (Luvstu)enthrall 9 wins including 7 in 
Australia.

Finally of the new boys there is Wishing Stone a son of Conway 
Hall. The Beckett’s are offering this colt from Duchess of Phoebe 
from the lightly raced half-sister to Ashley Sunset which has 
been a good producer. 
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F R O M  S A L E  R I N G  T O  R A C E T R A C K 
–  F E E D I N G  D U R I N G  T H E 
T R A I N I N G  T R A N S I T I O N

Most horses destined for the racetrack will endure a short 
but intense period of yearling prep before entering training as 
young as 18 months of age, with many racing in their two-year-
old year. Feeding these young horses is a challenge because 
nutrients must be supplied to cater for both growth and exercise. 
Additionally, little research has been done to quantify the nutrient 
requirements of horses this age, particularly during the transition 
period from untrained yearling to intensely exercised two-year-
old.

Ideally the yearling should have been on a sound nutritional 
program from birth, giving it the best opportunity to develop 
a strong skeleton, able to withstand the rigors of training. If 
purchased at a yearling sale, the animal will likely have been on 
a high plane of nutrition for several months, so it is important to 
taper off the energy intake if the yearling is going to be turned out 
for some time before pre-training. Yearlings fresh from the sales 
can be maintained on good quality forage (1-1.5% of body weight) 
including good pasture, and a feed formulated for breeding and 
growing horses such as NRM Assett or Evolve. If the yearling is a 
‘good-doer’ then cutting back the grain concentrate and feeding 
a balancer such as NRM Equine Balancer at 1kg per day is a good 
approach to keep the kilos down, while still providing essential 
nutrition.

As yearlings leave the breeding farm environment and enter 
training, major changes occur in their skeletons. Much of this 
change is due to alterations in housing and exercise, but nutrition 
may also play a role. A study by Kentucky Equine Research 
reported significant decreases in bone mineral density during the 
first two months of pre-training in rising two-year olds. This was 
followed by an increase in bone density that continued through 
the duration of the study. The yearlings entered training (day 0) 
in late autumn on a farm where regular turnout paddocks were 
available. The horses were confined in boxes for approximately 
6 hours per day. The training intensity at this time was low, 
consisting of 15-20 minutes per day trotting in a paddock. One 
month into the study (day 28), the horses were moved to a 
racetrack training centre where little or no turnout was available. 

Bone mineral content (BMC) dropped from day 28 until day 84 
when the horses were confined to stalls with only light exercise. 
By day 84, BMC was significantly lower than day 0.  When 
training intensity increased in the spring, BMC increased to 
levels that were not different from pre-training. Osteocalcin is a 
protein produced by the osteoblasts in bone and is an accepted 
marker of bone formation. Plasma osteocalcin levels dropped 
slightly from day 0-84 when the horses were confined and 
in light training. Levels increased from day 84-112 when the 
horses began intense exercise, suggesting an increase in bone 
formation. The results showed how confinement and changes 

in exercise intensity can affect bone mineralisation and point 
very clearly to the importance of some turn out for racehorses in 
training. 

Once the yearling has entered the training environment, a real 
concern for trainers is how differently to feed rising two-year-
olds compared with older horses in the stable.  A typical feeding 
program for an older horse in race training consists of good 
quality forage (grass and/or lucerne hay, chaff, pasture turn out 
if available), grain/commercial concentrate and supplements 
if necessary. Forage must be fed at a minimum of 1% body 
weight per day – that is a minimum of about 4-5kg hay per day. 
The energy and majority of the nutrients are provided by grain 
and/or a commercial grain concentrate such as NRM Race13. 
NRM Race13 is fully fortified to contain all the energy, protein, 
minerals and vitamins the horse needs provided it is fed at the 
recommended amount and is fed alongside good quality forage. 
Some commercial racing feeds are formulated so that you can 
add your own grain (oats/barley/maize) to top up the energy 
intake. Rising two year olds will require more protein, calcium, 
phosphorus and trace minerals than mature horses because 
they are growing as well as working. 

The nutrient requirements of the rising two-year-old fall between 
the growing weanling/yearling and the adult performance horse. 
If the rising two-year-old is in training, feeds that are typically 
formulated for adult performance horses are appropriate because 
the elevated level of feed intake required to meet the energy 
required for exercise will provide the extra protein and minerals 
needed for growth. In addition to correct nutrition, it is important 
to note that from the recent research into confinement during 
training, some level of turnout time is important to maintain 
bone mineral density in young horses entering the training 
environment.

For more information about feeding the racehorse in training or 
equine nutrition in general, please contact NRM on 
0800 800 380, via the website at: 
http://www.nrm.co.nz/ask-an-expert.html
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N E W  K I D  O N 
T H E  B L O C K

The retirement of the congenial Kerry Shaw, after almost 30 
years involvement with the Standardbred sales has given PGGW 
Standardbred staffer Cam Bray his chance to carry out some of 
the final yearling inspections and step up at the sales.

After having auctioneered at the last couple of Autumn Sales, he 
will get his first chance at the ‘bigtime’.

Educated and raised in Lincoln, 28-year-old Bray worked in the 
sheep and cattle industry since he left school 12 years ago the 
last 11 for PGGW.

“My working life has seen me based in Mossburn, Cheviot and 
finally Darfield. It’s been a tremendous education, some of it 
through the hardest years for stock selling (sheep in Southland 
around 2007/08) which was very tough going and incredibly 
character building.

“But it has also enabled me to start as an auctioneer. A couple of 
years ago I was fortunate to win a young auctioneers competition 
and that got me to Australia to sell,” Bray said.

Bray said he had always enjoyed horses and horse racing.

“Now PGGW has really given me the ultimate opportunity to join 
the Standardbred team and grow into that role, but also keep a 
small livestock client base and in doing so assist and learn from 
the companies Head Auctioneer, John McKone, selling at the 
various stud stock auctions around the country,” Bray said.

He said the Yearling Sales process starts once the company 
received the entries in July/August.

“From then we are busy completing our initial observations of 
the youngsters. While the winter is not the best time of year to 
be looking at stock and young horses it is the start of the process 
and as I’ve learnt, this begins our overall knowledge of the horse 
through until the sale.

“I have completed three inspection runs previously and this has 
been a great opportunity to work along side Kerry Shaw and 
Peter Lagan,” Bray said.

“I learnt a great deal from these two in regards to conformation, 
both guys have a great wealth of knowledge,” he added.

Bray said it was also a great chance to catch up with people and 
meet breeders.

“After the initial inspections and selections the focus turns to 
putting the catalogue together. It’s amazing how many hours of 
work goes into this. You would never look at a sales catalogue 
in the same way again when you see how much goes into 
finalising it!”

He said getting the correct ownerships, branding, naming, stakes 
race eligibility, and preparers all provide varying degrees of 
difficulty. Rachel Deegan and Grant Inglis have a mammoth job 
coordinating it all.

“Certainly the system that Standardbred have developed 
for producing the racing information in the catalogue is an 
outstanding asset. Thank goodness there is not the proof 
reading that used to be required because I wouldn’t be the most 
comfortable office person.”

“But it has also been stressed to me that in a small operation 
everybody needs to be able to understand the entire operation,” 
Bray said.

He said the catalogue information closes off at the end of October 
and by then the season really kicks off with some top racing at 
Kaikoura and NZ Cup week.

“I was fortunate to represent the company at the Auckland Cup 
on New Year’s Eve for the Sale Series 3yo Final this year, and it 
doesn’t get much better than that.
“It was a great opportunity to meet owners and the trainers of the 
Sale graduates. Once the catalogue is back from the printers it’s 
promotion time - getting the catalogues out to the right people.”

He said the company was presently (January 16) conducting 
the second round of its yearling inspections and holding the 
respective yearling tours around New Zealand.

“With the retirement of Kerry Shaw it means I’ve been able to 
get to do a lot of inspections myself. I have big shoes to fill. It is a 
busy time for us all and I’m just lucky I get to see so much great 
bloodstock,” Bray said.

“I think that is the key element of the Yearling Sales for me - good 
breeding, quality and observant rearing, top preparation and then 
the interest of trainers putting groups of owners together and 
targeting the horses to the racing opportunities,” he added

Bray said in his short time on the job the best tip he picked up 
was that a trainer couldn’t risk putting owners into a horse with 
possible issues. “As a breeder you have to be so be observant 
early on, from the foal stage. All the top breeders seem to be 
really onto this.

“With close to a month to go I can’t wait for the Sales to start.

“My partner Amanda (Brown) and I are getting married in 
Christchurch in March so will have a few other things to consider 
as well,” said Bray.

By Duane Ranger

Cam Bray in action

Tardina Farm Sales Draft
Bred by Tony and Anne Parker

Lot 57 Russley Rush
(Art Major - Russley Haste)
A strong looking son of Art Major who has all the markings of an early racehorse. Excellent conformation. Out of a race winning sister to
Russley Rascal who has now won $839K. A talented colts family.

Lot 97 Wet My Whistle
(Bettor’s Delight - Dreaming Spires)
A son of Bettor’s Delight with great conformation and attitude. He
is line bred 4x4 to Most Happy Fella. Full brother to Hug The Wind
who won the Sires Stakes as a 2yo and now competitive in open
company as a 5yo, most recently coming 2nd in the Auckland Cup
in NZ record time.

For inspections contact Tony Parker 0274 965 313

   www.tardina.com             Tardina Farms

Lot 117 The Player
(Majestic Son - Dutch Annie)
A smart looking Majestic Son colt with a very good trotting action
and honest manner. Excellent pedigree and first colt from Dutch
Annie who has produced three winners from three to race
including Yagunnakissmeornot 12 wins, 10 placings from 33
starts.

Lot 136 Megastar
(Auckland Reactor - Elena Star)
Lovely free pacer with great action. Race winning dam has had
five foals to race for five winners.

Lot 39 Great Guns
(Bettor’s Delight - Reine Guinevere)
Lovely well grown Bettor’s Delight colt out of a race winning mare.

Lot 19 Hello Hotshot
(Four Starzzz Shark - May Fly)
A stunning filly with a great pedigree. First filly to be sold from the
Auckland Reactor family and an excellent entry point for breeders.
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               is proud to present its

2017 NZ Premier Yearling Sale Draft

S N
◆◆◆◆◆◆◆

SPREYDON
    LODGE

Lot 151 Jojo Franco (Majestic Son – Jacanti Franco filly)

 Dam a stakes winning juvenile that has already left a Group race winner.

Lot 223 Franco Niven (Christian Cullen – Nigella Franco colt)

 A ¾ brother to multiple Group 1 winner Franco Nelson.

Lot 277 Franco Stallone (Bettor’s Delight – San Rafaella colt)

 Dam an impeccably bred winner of 10 races whose first foal is already
 a race winner.

Lot 433 Franco Cassius (Mach Three – Cherish A Franco colt) 

 A ½ brother to Group performers Franco Cristiano and Cruiser Franco.

Lot 453 Franco Edward (American Ideal – Edinburgh Franco colt) 

 Dam a ½ sister to Harness Jewels & Messenger winner Franco Emirate.

Also included in the draft:

Lot 165 Hawaiian Hula (Dream Vacation – Kylie Ree filly)

 Dam a 2YO Harness Jewels winner. First foal a winner.

Lot 186 Burlington (American Ideal – Last Port Of Call colt)

 From the family of G1 winners Bold Cruiser & Badlands Jewel.

Lot 295 Doin The Mambo (A Rocknroll Dance – Seven Point One filly)

 1st foal of a 2YO Sires Stakes Heat winner.

Lot 314 Shezlimitless (Sportswriter – Speedy Falcon filly)

 Dam a 5-win ½ sister to NSW Oaks winner Courageous Annie.

Lot 336 Stingray Tara (Bettor’s Delight – Tara Gold colt)

 A full brother to NZ 3YO Pacer of the Year Tiger Tara. 

Lot 472 Misty Shadow (Shadow Play – Ella Sue filly)

 Dam won 14 races & over $100,000 in stakes.

Photos can be viewed at www.standardbred.co.nz

Inspection
of yearlings
is welcome.

They can be viewed
at Nevele R Stud,

Springs Road, Prebbleton 

Please phone Zane Gregg
on 0274 442 854 to arrange

a suitable time.

   Australasian Classic
  Yearling Sale 2017

Lot 6:  Viva la Vida
This stunning colt is the 1st foal from a full sister to (In) The
Force (Gp1, $312,000).  From the family of Only For You
(2YO Filly Of The Year, Gp1, $348,000), Pure Power
($304,000) & Expensive Scooter (US$910,846)
Every mare bred on this pedigree page has left a
Group winner or the dam of a Group winner.

Lot 20:  Power of One

This 3rd foal & 1st colt is a striking individual who is
already a ½ brother to a 1.55, 7 win mare.  From a
strong black type family that includes Highest Honour
(20 wins), Hei ShangriLa (17 wins, Victorian 2YO Of The
Year), Elmer Gantry (Gp1, 18 wins) & the ‘2YO Colts of
the Year’ Dillon Dean & Dillon Dale.

Lot 35:  War Hero
A powerful colt who is a half brother to the talented
but injury plagued Charge Forward (8 wins).  A strong
American family that includes the likes of El Padrino
(Gp1 placed, 16 wins), Turn The Tide (World Champion
3YO Pacing Filly Of The Year, 23 wins, US$860,993) &
Shore Patrol (US$1.1 million).

Lot 73:  Always An Honour
A very classy colt who is a full brother to the talented
Alleluia (20 wins, $350,406).  From a very strong black
type family that continuously produces great
racehorses, including Expensive Scooter (US$910,846),
Spy ($393,000), Pure Power ($304,000), The Force (Gp1,
$312,000) & ‘2YO   Filly Of The Year’ Only For You (Gp1,
$348,000).

Available for inspection at Karaka Salesgrounds
from Saturday 18 February or by appointment

ph. 021 627 456
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T H E  C I R R U S  R U N

This story started out to be about a mare called Cirrus that 
produced the winners of 23 races over two seasons. But like 
all good stories, it has many diversions and I found myself 
wandering off in numerous directions.

Essentially though, the story centres around a breeder who 
worked as a gardener at Andersons Park in Invercargill and had 
a small block of land on Bay Road close to Hampton Lodge, 
where many good thoroughbreds were born. From his Bay 
Road property with a fixed breeding plan he bred some the most 
influence mares in Southland’s breeding history.

The breeders name was Noel Drake.

Outside the province you may not have heard of N.J. Drake but 
as the story is told with the help of Noel’s son Ken and an old 
scrapbook, things fall into place.   

We’ll rewind the clock back to 1931 when a chestnut mare called 
Auburn Sun was born.

By Bruce Stewart

Among other things she was the fourth dam of Majestic Charger 
the winner of thirteen races and Adios Adieu which won 11. But 
it’s through Auburn Sun’s Dillion Hall daughter Air Mail that this 
part of the story begins.

Air Mail was trained by Wes Butt and raced by Arnold Simpson.

Jim Drake, the father of Noel was a stock agent for JG Wards in 
the late 1940s and Arnold Simpson was a client.

Noel was in his late teens at the time and use to follow Air Mail’s 
racing career. 

“There was only on-course betting in those days so whenever 
Arnold wanted to have a bet he used to give it to Dad to put on,” 
said Ken.

Air Mail broke down and was retired in 1953 and a partnership 
was struck between Simpson and Noel Drake to breed from the 
mare. 

Air Mail
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“The arrangement was that Dad picked the sire and paid for the 
service fee. They sent her to Josedale Grattan (1941 New Zealand 
Trotting Cup winner) who was a leading sire at the time.” 

The resulting foal was Kiwi Grattan. He won at his first 
appearance in public at the Birchwood meeting in saddle pace. 
He was trained by Wally Scott and went on to win nine races 
including the FJ Smith Memorial Handicap at Alexandra Park 
beating Scottish Command and Girl Brigade. 

“Dad raced Kiwi Grattan in partnership with Wally. He was 
actually the first horse from Southland to win at the night trots in 
Auckland.”

Her second foal by Italian sire Canova wasn’t as successful.

Canova stood at Greenlane Stud at Lorneville. He raced as a 
trotter winning 14 races. 

“For a while they couldn’t get American sires into New Zealand 
so they bought Italian stallions in. That was all you had or New 
Zealand bred horses. Dad would tell you that he was no good and 
probably put Southland back a few years.”

In total Air Mail left ten live foals and her best race track runner 
was Kiwi Hanover which won 26 races including the South 
Australian Cup.  

“Dad’s father retired in Australia and Kiwi Hanover ended up 
in New South Wales where he lived. Quite often we’d get a 
telegram saying ‘Cheeky’ won at the showgrounds last night. We 
always called him Cheeky at home.”

But it’s Air Mail’s daughters that feature on the pedigree page 
of a host of winner’s right up until this day. And it’s from a mare 
named Cirrus that we pick up the story. 

Cirrus was the last foal produced by Air Mail. She died empty at 
the age of 25 in 1968 six weeks after Cirrus was weaned. 

“Dad leased Cirrus to Owen Crooks as a young horse without 
a right of purchase because he really wanted to keep her. She 
came home and was sent to stud as a three year old.”

Her first foal was produced in 1971. By Tempest Hanover his name 
was Devastator. He won three races here and another thirteen in 
America. He was sold as a weanling, raced in Southland and was 
later sold to the Kenwood Syndicate. 

“I remember when Dad was breeding from Kiwi Air and Cirrus. 
Those mares were hard fed every night through the winter. When 
the foals came home from stud we always spent a lot of time 
handling them. They were always taught to lead on the mares. 
You could trim their feet before they were weaned. For six weeks 
before the foals were weaned we would start feeding the mares 
and the foals so when the foals were weaned they knew what 
hard feed was.” 

Cirrus’s second foal was Motu Princess. She was sold for $1,000 
as a weanling at the Southland Standardbred Sale and bought 
by George Timperley of Coutts Island in the Rangiora District. 
She was unnamed at that point but Timperley named her Motu 
(Maori for Island) Princess. She began her career as a two year 
old in March 1975 at Addington finishing 10th behind a smart 
Fancy Fred.

She went on to win seven races. Her second win was in a heat of 
the New Zealand Probationary Drivers Championship at Timaru 
when driven by a young Colin De Filippi.  

As a broodmare Motu Princess left Motu Mister Smooth the 
winner of eight races including a heat of the Sires Stakes and the 
1991 Amberley Cup. He also had success as a stallion.

The mare’s third foal was Hurricane Kiwi which was bought as a 
foal by Southland trainer Jack Duncan.

“Dad had known Jack for many years. Dad had family from the 
Caps (Nightcaps) and Jack had originated from there. I went out 
to the trials one day at Winton and Jack and Mrs Duncan were 
sitting in front of us. He asked if Dad had any foals and Dad 
said yes he did have one, by Armbro Hurricane. Jack phoned 
that night and came out the next day, had a look at the foal and 
dropped the cheque off that afternoon.”

Murray Faul was brought into the ownership and Hurricane Kiwi 
qualified as a late three year old. He won seven races here and 
from only four starts in America, won once.

Born in 1974 a young colt by Armbro Del was to become the 
star of Cirrus’s breeding career. He too was sold for $1,000 as 
a weanling at the Southland Sales and once again bought by 
George Timperley. He too would carry the Motu prefix – Motu 
Prince.

“I remember when he came home from the stud only three 
months old. When we started handling him he was an absolute 
sod of a horse. We had a crush and we used to get the foals in the 
crush and handle them from there but we just couldn’t get him in 
the crush.”

Motu Prince won his first race - the New Brighton Two Year Old 
Stakes for trainer Morris Flaws. He also finished second to Glide 
Time in both the Welcome and Sapling Stakes and was third 
behind Lord Module and Locarno in the Cashmere Two Year Old 
Stakes at Addington.

But it was the following season that he won his biggest prize in 
the 1977 New Zealand Derby.

“He was trained to the minute. In those days you didn’t have to 
notify your drivers. The Derby was on Saturday night and there 
was no driver listed for him in the paper on Saturday morning. My 
car was parked out in the drive and we were trying to pick up 3ZB 
in Christchurch. The caller Reon Murtha said “Peter Wolfenden 
has got Motu Prince away really well.” Dad and I looked at each 
other and said Peter Wolfenden!!! We couldn’t believe it. He put 
him into the trail and pulled out at the top of the straight and did 
the business.”

In the Derby he beat Glide Time by two lengths with Timely 
Robin four lengths back in third. The beaten runners included 
Lord Module, Roydon Scott and Main Star. 

Motu Prince’s winning time for the 2600 metres of 3-21.1 was a 
new race record.

Flaws once told Drake “He’s a hell of a horse and he’s got a great 
motor but you wouldn’t want to go near him.” 

He won six races as a three year old ending his season in Gore 
running third behind Hurricane Squire and Lord Module in the 
Tanqueray Stakes. At the end of his career he’d won seven races. 
He also ended up in the stallion barn.

The mare’s next foal was Kiwi Guy (Berry Hanover) which won 
two races for Jimmy Bond and was later exported to America 
where he won nine races.  
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From a breeding perspective Cirrus was by an Adios stallion. 
Adios horses crossed with Tar Heel bloodline were the golden 
cross in America in the 1960s and 1970s before Meadow Skipper, 
Most Happy Fella and Albatross took over. 

“Dad thought the Adios cross with a Dillion Hall mare would do 
the business. All the horses out of Cirrus were by Tar Heel sires.  
Dad was sure that if he had that double cross of Adios blood 
across a Tar Heel sire they’re be alright.”

Successful Southland sire Majestic Chance was by an Adios sire 
(Adios Butler) out of a Tar Heel mare (La Chance). He was one 
the big success stories in Southland.

Cirrus’s next foal was Bakano and was to be her last in this 
country. By Armbro Hurricane she won on debut and was Ken 
Drake’s first runner at the races, and first winner. But that was to 
be her only win in ten starts. As a broodmare she did leave Cacao 
which won four races for Frank Cooney.

Cirrus, who was named 1978 Southland Broodmare of the Year, 
was sold as a 14 year old to Illinois Stud in Coleambally Valley 
near Wagga Wagga.

In Australia she left Cirrus Star (Most Chance) who in turn left 
Preux Chevalier filly Three Dawns which won sixteen races.

Although some of the Southland and Australian branches of the 
family dating back to Auburn Sun have dried up, other strands 
have continued to flourish.

Cirrus’s half-sister Kiwi Direct had more luck as a broodmare. By 
Express Direct she won twice – once for Ray Todd at Invercargill 
in December 1969 when driven by junior driver Ned Black and 
the following year when trained by her part owner Bill Coats who 
shared in the ownership with Hec Donaldson.

As a broodmare Kiwi Direct left Direct Kiwi (Knowing Bret) 13 
wins, Supreme Kiwi (Knowing Bret) the winner of one race 
and the dam of Kiwi Supreme the winner of nine races. Kiwi 
Direct is also the fourth dam of the brilliant Kiwi Ingenuity the 
winner of eleven races and over half a million dollars for former 
Southlander Hamish Scott and his partner Kim Lawson. 

Kiwi Direct also produced Sly Kiwi the winner of the 1974 Methven 
Two Year Old Stakes when she beat Noodlum off level marks 
at the same age. Sly Kiwi (Sly Yankee – Kiwi Direct) didn’t leave 
any winners on the racetrack but one of her daughters Sly 
Tabella (Saigon) is the dam of Sly Soky the dam of Sly Flyin. It’s 
a family that Southlanders Debbie and Mark Smith continue to 
successfully breed from.

Another half - sister to Cirrus was Kiwi Air which was also bred 
by Drake. 

“She had two white hind feet and they used to get quite a bit of 
greasy heel. Bert (Bert Lawton from Hampton Lodge) put Dad on 
the right track. We used to get sulphur from the chemist and mix 
it with pig lard. Equal amounts. Mum used to put it in the cake 
mixer and mix it all up. You’d put it on the old girls back legs. She 
didn’t like it but it used to dry her up.” 

One of Kiwi Air’s foals Tempest Air left smart colt Kiwi Dillion 
(Mister Hillas) which won twice here before heading to America. 
Henry Hoover (Knowing Bret) was her second foal and he won 
eight races. Both were raced by Linda and Wayne Pierce. 

Gold Ace also stems from this family with the stallion’s fourth 
dam being Kiwi Direct.  

“Dad was primarily a breeder and he got a lot of satisfaction out 
of seeing foals that he’d sold go on a do well for other people. 
In later years he got a great thrill out of seeing horses like Kiwi 
Ingenuity and Gold Ace doing well.” 

Another daughter of Kiwi Air, Ima Kiwi left handy horses Golden 
Wings (5), Trist Mist (4), Admiral Kiwi (6). 

And a good indication that the family is still alive and well is 
illustrated in the latest Sale of the Stars catalogue.

Lot 153 Kenny Rogers (A Rocknroll Dance) has Air Mail as his 
seventh dam while lot 234 Motu Girls Delight (Bettor’s Delight 
– Motu Racey Girl) has Motu Princess as her fifth dam. (It’s of 
interest that one Ned Black is preparing Motu Girls Delight. 
Remember he drove one of the family (Kiwi Direct) to win in 1969.)

Phew! There were many twists and turns in writing this story. 
The Drake family although not involved at all in breeding these 
days still takes an interest in horses especially since the name 
NJ Drake often appears somewhere deep on the pedigree page. 
The stud career of Gold Ace will undoubtedly be watched with 
interest as will the progeny of Kiwi Ingenuity and other mares like 
Pemberton Shard.

And here’s a long shot. 

What about sending a mare to Buy Kiwi Made, a Presidential Ball 
stallion out of Kiwi Express that Hamish Scott and Kim Lawson 
own?  

Noel Drake had an influence in shaping some top modern day 
bloodlines. Thanks Ken for sharing your Dad’s interesting story.

Noel Drake
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Fall of Hammer Cover protects your 
investment from the very beginning.

For further information contact:
Carlene  07 958 8632  | 021 750 912
Liz  07 958 8633 | 021 859 216

F A L L  O F  H A M M E R  C O V E R  I S 
T H E  S T A R T I N G  G U N  F O R  Y O U R 
H O R S E ’ S  C A R E E R  

Fall of Hammer cover is the starting gun for your horse’s career  
So here you are at ‘Sale of the STARS’ at Karaka or Christchurch.

You’ve spent weeks researching for the next ‘superstar’ you are 
going to bid for. You have got a price in mind; anything less is a 
bonus.  The auctioneer’s in full swing; your bid has hit the mark; 
the ‘little beauty’ is yours!

Now you can dream a future, a few wins, qualification for The 
Jewels, the Derby, The Oaks, the list goes on … but what if your 
newly purchased “Superstar” gets injured before you’ve even left 
the sale yard; in the float; unloading back home into a strange 
and maybe frightening new environment.

The only way of protecting your yearling’s future and the 
investment you have in it is with Fall of Hammer insurance cover. 
Just ask Liz Smith at Crombie Lockwood Bloodstock about some 
of the tragic losses they have seen over their decades in the 
bloodstock insurance game. “There are so many risks between 
sales ring and race track that owners need to recognise”, says 
Liz. “We have settled claims for young ones rearing up, getting 
away and shattering a leg; we’ve seen float accidents and 
injuries; even the excitement of arriving at their new home after 
days of being stabled can lead to disaster.” 

The advice from the experts is sobering. “Make sure your new 
purchase or purchases leave the ring insured.”

What’s under the cover?  

Fall of Hammer insurance provides cover for an unforeseen 
incident resulting in total loss or the need for vet treatment up to 
$10,000 with $1,000 excess in the event of a claim, if the yearling 
was injured and required ongoing treatment.  

“The financial advantages are obvious” says Liz.   “obviously 
there are terms and conditions that apply to this insurance so 
please speak with us to make sure you understand what is 
covered and what isn’t covered.”

The policies cover horses in New Zealand and Australia and the 
transits between and within each country.

Arranging Hammer Fall cover is easy too; all you need to do is 
put Liz or Carlene’s number in your phone (they’re listed below)  
then just give them a call or text on the day.   They can also give 
you advice on how to manage the GST, especially if you’re not 
registered for GST. It’s that simple.

Crombie Lockwood Bloodstock offers cover that reflects your 
needs whether on one or a number of future stars.   We will 
arrange the level of cover you need at a very realistic cost.

Insurance cover that’s well bred

Fall of Hammer cover can be arranged for sales within 
Australasia by Crombie Lockwood Bloodstock through their 
two A+ Lloyd’s underwriters based in London. “Carlene and I 
have been dealing with the same underwriters, for more than 10 
years”, says Liz Smith “so we have a very strong and trustworthy 
relationship,  and they are experienced in the New Zealand and 
Australian markets.”

As Liz Smith says, “You’ll be covered right, right from the start.” 
 
For further details talk to the bloodstock experts: 

Liz:  021 859 216
liz.smith@crombielockwood.co.nz
 

Carlene:  021 750 912
carlene.jones@crombielockwood.co.nz 

or visit 
www.crombielockwoodbloodstock.co.nz
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Lot 238:  Paris Under Siege
Angus Hall - Paris Metro by Safely Kept

Lovely, strong, athletic type who is easy to deal with and 
wants to work with you. Sire has left numerous G1 winning 
fillies including, Betty Hall who is also out of a Safely Kept 
mare. Angus Hall sired America’s top trotting filly trotted 
1:51.4, she earned $2,746,240, 8 time G1 winner and US 
2YO, 3YO, & 4YO (x2) filly/mare of the year.

Dam is an 8 time winner and had 18 placings for over 
$120,000. Winner of the G1 National Trot and G3 DG Jones 

Memorial / Banks Peninsula Trotting Cup. Also placed in both G2’s Lyell Creek 
Stakes and NZ Sires' Stakes 2YO Trotters Championship. 
She smashed a 10 year old New Zealand record by nearly 4 seconds. 

First three dams back have all had 100% starters to 
winners, Paris Metro’s progeny below;

• The Pearl Of Paris (Earl) 76 starts, 11 wins, 20 placings 
$62,000+ now at stud; 

• Palais Royal (Continentalman) 82 starts, 6 wins,

 6 placings $34,000+, retired;

• Sundown In Paris (Sundon) 34 starts, 2 wins, 4 placings 
$30,000+ (including NZ Cup Day win), to date;

• Commander Paris (CR Commando) 41 starts, 7 wins,

 8 placings $73,000+ to date;

• Massive Metro (Muscle Mass) 5 starts 1 win 0 placings 
$4,000+ to date.

PHONE KEVIN on 03-324-3927 FOR INSPECTIONS

T H R O U G H  T H E  E Y E S  O F  A 
T R A I N E R :  R O B E R T  D U N N

Trainers are always looking at ways they can improve the 
quality of their barn and for many there is no better opportunity 
then at the PGGW Yearling Sales. Robert Dunn is one of many 
who have utilised the sales in recent years and to good effect. 
We caught up with Robert for a brief chat to hear his thoughts 
around purchasing at the sales and how last year’s yearlings 
are coming along. 

You had some great success at last year’s sales with two of 
the nine purchases already having won as two year olds (Alta 
Maestro & The Brooklyn Brawler). Are you looking for go 
early types when purchasing and selecting?

“Yes, absolutely. You have to. Last year we really decided to 
do our homework between John, myself, and we brought in 
Sam Taylor for that every reason. We try to eliminate as many 
problems as we possibly can. If we do that we are able to develop 
them into 2 & 3 year olds.”

What’s more important when making your decision, pedigree 
or type?

A bit of both, but probably type more than anything. As an 
ex-breeder it’s all about trying to eliminate problems early on. 
Sometimes you inherit problems and when you breed them you 
have to take what comes out. With type you can decide what 
horse you take on and what you are getting.”

Do you have a rigid sales process that you stick to when 
inspecting and purchasing?

“I tend to eliminate any knockers. With the new-age breed there 
doesn’t seem to be the number of knee knockers that there used 
to be. In the past they have been hard to place and have a limited 
racing life. It is important for me to eliminate the badly-gaited 
horses early on. Conformation is a very important to me. I know 
we have spreaders and go-straights. That is why we take Sam 
Taylor to the Sales with us. He is an expert when it comes to 
spotting good conformation.”

You purchased two trotters last year, how are they coming 
up?

“They have come up super. We have a 2-year-old filly who is 
progressing well and our gelding is doing a super job under Craig 
Edmonds. He does an excellent job for us once they are up and 
running. The 2-year-old gelding is probably just six weeks away 
from the trials.”

By Brad Reid

Have you noticed improvements in the square-gaiter breed?

“Absolutely. They have so many great traits these days and our 
best trainer of trotters, Phil Williamson, will tell you that. The 
breed has gone ahead leaps and bounds in recent years. You can 
get a trotter to get up and go much earlier these days because 
of the advancement in the breed. The stakes are also so good, it 
would be silly not to get involved.”

And are you in the market for trotters again this season?

“Definitely. Like I said the breed and stakes have improved so 
much in recent years. The money in Auckland and Australia is 
huge compared to what it used to be. I will be targeting more and 
more as the years go on. I don’t have too many but I expect that 
to change in the next few seasons. I really enjoy working with 
them as well.”

What is the best horse you have bought at the sales in your 
career?

“Without a doubt, Master Musician!”

Have you got any advice for someone interested in 
purchasing at the sales for the first time?

“Come and talk to me!!”

What’s the best advice that’s been given to you when 
purchasing at their yearling sales?

“Jim Dalgety once told me that there is no such thing as the 
‘perfect’ racehorse, and that’s why the rich buyers don’t always 
get champions. Mainland Banner was a great example of an 
inexpensive horse that went on to great things.”

And for someone on a budget, is there a stallion out there you 
think is under-rated and worth a crack?

“People in the past have gone for the super sires like Better’s 
Delight and Christian Cullen, and I personally like the Art Majors. 
I think there will be a new sire come on board soon and even 
though they might be few and far between at this year’s sales I 
think it’s worth taking a punt on them. Personally I would steer 
towards a former champion racehorse like A Rocknroll Dance. 
He’s one sire I really like a lot.”
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Lazarus (4 H Bettor’s Delight – Bethany) 
$1,523,214 stakes - $75,000 purchase in 2014

What more can you say about the accomplishments and deeds 
of the showy black entire in Lazarus?

Between March last year and at time of print he has raced on 10 
occasions and solely in Group races. Eight wins, a second and a 
third.

He won the Great Northern Derby in March last year fresh up 
after a two month layoff following on from his Victorian Derby win 
in January. He didn’t just win, he bolted in with a last half 55.3 
putting his rivals to the sword.

His 3 year old season culminated in a NZ Derby victory in which 
he outclassed a gallant Classie Brigade before being set aside 
early with the focus being a four year old tilt at the New Zealand 
Cup.

By Brad Reid

Sales Graduates By Duane Ranger

LAZARUS 
(3 B c Bettor’s Delight - Bethany)  
New Zealand’s best 3-year-old male pacer – Lazarus was 
always a lovely little horse who had no problems sussing 
out what the racing game was all about.
“He was a quick learner,” said Brian West. “He was a kind 
little fella who had a nice Bettor’s Delight nature. He was 
quite intelligent. In many ways he was just like his mother 
– Bethany (by Christian Cullen). She was kind, nice and 
easy to handle as well.”
West is the managing director of Studholme Bloodtsock. 
Together with Gavin Chin the company bred Lazarus.
But West never thought the gifted bay would fetch 
$75,000 at the New Zealand Premier Yearling Sale in 
Christchurch two years ago.
“It was a very strong Sale and even though I picked him 
in the top three in our draft I didn’t expect him to get the 
price he did. In thought he was a nice wee colt but not 
$75,000 nice.
 
“We generally have a draft 15 yearlings and it’s sometimes 
sad to see them go after having weaned them and 
watching their characters develop. I remember we had 12 
in that draft that year,” West said.
 
He said up until Lazarus came along the 20-win New 
Zealand pacer Bit Of A Legend (Bettor’s Delight – Soky’s 
Legend) was the best that he had bred.
“In terms of excitement and reward this horse has 
surpassed what Bit Of A legend achieved. He placed in a 
couple of Group Ones here but this little fella has already 
won a couple of Group Ones and almost $500,000,” said 
West.
The Mark Purdon and Natalie Rasmussen trained Lazarus 
has beaten stablemate Chase The Dream twice in two big 
3-year-old races this season.
On (NZ) Cup Day he won the $160,000 NRMZ Sires Stakes 
3yo Final at Addington Raceway, and then last start on 
December 31 he nailed the Group One $200,000 PGG 
Wrightson New Zealand Yearling Sales Final at Alexandra 
Park.
For the record when Phil & Glenys Kennard, Trevor Casey, 
and Kevin Riseley bought Lazarus at the Sales his original 
name was Better Than The Best.
He has now won 10 of his 12 starts and placed in two 
others for $488,262.
Other 3-year-olds who have kicked on from PGG 
Wrightson’s two annual yearling sales at Karaka and 
Christchurch in 2014 have been:

CHASE THE DREAM: 
(3 B c Bettor’s Delight - Christian Dreamer)  
- sold for $52,500. Now won eight of his 16 starts and placed 
in five others for $294,546 for Purdon and Rasmussen.
 
Both of his Group One victories came as a 2-year-old in the 
Breckon Farms Young Guns Cardigan Bay Stakes on March 
6 at Alexandra Park and the Garrard’s New Zealand Sires 
Stakes Final at Addington Raceway on May 15.
 
“He’s a really tough little guy and I think the best is ahead 
of him. He’s so strong and versatile,” said regular pilot 
Natalie Rasmussen.

LAZARUS (3 B c Bettor’s Delight - Bethany)

Sale of the

ART FORM 
(3 Br c Art Major - Highfields Diamond) 
– Sold for $40,000. Won four of his 12 starts and placed 
in four others for $66,502 for Steven Reid and Simon 
McMullan.
 
He won this season’s Northern 3yo Stakes at Alexandra 
Park and he did place behind Lazarus and Chase 
The Dream last start in the Group One $200,000 PGG 
Wrightson New Zealand Yearling Sales Final at Alexandra 
Park.
“He has surprised me a bit this season. He came back a 
lot stronger this time in and I think he has a bright career 
ahead of him,” Reid said.

Lazarus

Chase The Dream

SHANDALE 
(3 B c Art Major - Delightful Dale) 
  - $52,000. Has won three of his 16 starts and placed in 
six others for $94,051.His best performance so far was 
runner-up behind Lazarus in the Group Two Elsu Classic 
at Alexandra Par in December.
Regular driver Maurice McKendry said:
“He is a handy horse who seldom goes a bad race. He isn’t 
that inferior to the best going around. I think he will make 
a nice late 3-year-old and 4-year-old.” 
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Lazarus as a Yearling

After an unlucky 3rd in his first start against Open company in the 
Avon City Ford, Lazarus set about a spring demolition by rattling 
off the major lead ups to the New Zealand Cup in the Canterbury 
Classic and Ashburton Flying Stakes.

One of the most sensational four year old seasons in recent times 
was complete when winning the New Zealand Cup in 3:53 and 
change and destroying a quality field by 10 lengths. 

His half-brother is in at Christchurch this year. Any takers?

Spanish Armada (3 F Bettor’s Delight – Galleons 
Supreme) 
$450,520 stakes -$75,000 purchase in 2015

Delightful Memphis (3 F Bettor’s Delight – 
Memphis Melody) 
$168,424 stakes -$46,000 purchase in 2015

These two outstanding fillies have had more battles then the 
prime minister and leader of the opposition in just a season and a 
half of racing.

The two have raced each other on nine occasions with Spanish 
Armada coming out on top in seven of those meets with 
Delightful Memphis winning another, while finishing ahead of 
Spanish Armada in the Jewels behind Partyon.

The results don’t paint the full picture of just how close these 
fillies are and we look set for a wonderful 2017 as they look to 
have a stranglehold on the fillies features on the horizon with 
Partyon still to come into calculations after her assault on 
Australian riches.

Seven of the nines times these juggernauts have faced off has 
resulted in the race quinella!

The daughters of Bettor’s Delight have between them won seven 
group races already in their young careers and with a combined 
$600,000 in stakes having more than recouped their sales tags 
for their delighted owners.

Spanish Armada has a full sister in at Karaka which is sure to 
attract some attention.
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ART FORM 
(3 Br c Art Major - Highfields Diamond) 
– Sold for $40,000. Won four of his 12 starts and placed 
in four others for $66,502 for Steven Reid and Simon 
McMullan.
 
He won this season’s Northern 3yo Stakes at Alexandra 
Park and he did place behind Lazarus and Chase 
The Dream last start in the Group One $200,000 PGG 
Wrightson New Zealand Yearling Sales Final at Alexandra 
Park.
“He has surprised me a bit this season. He came back a 
lot stronger this time in and I think he has a bright career 
ahead of him,” Reid said.

Lazarus

Chase The Dream

SHANDALE 
(3 B c Art Major - Delightful Dale) 
  - $52,000. Has won three of his 16 starts and placed in 
six others for $94,051.His best performance so far was 
runner-up behind Lazarus in the Group Two Elsu Classic 
at Alexandra Par in December.
Regular driver Maurice McKendry said:
“He is a handy horse who seldom goes a bad race. He isn’t 
that inferior to the best going around. I think he will make 
a nice late 3-year-old and 4-year-old.” 
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Ultimate Machete (3 C Bettor’s Delight – Reality 
Check) 
$281,973 stakes - $84,000 purchase in 2015

The 2016 Harness Jewels 2year old Emerald in Waikato may 
have served as a warning shot for the rest of the division when 
Ultimate Machete very nearly got the better of his more fancied 
stablemate, More The Better.

The showy black colt was a perineal place getter in his two-year-
old season picking up a victory and finishing further back then 
3rd only once in six starts. 
He resumed from his spell at Forbury Park going under a neck 
after drawing the widest gate and sitting parked the entire 1700m 
journey. Again, succumbing to More The Better who had a very 
soft lead.

After a nice victory leading into the Sires Stakes Final, he drew 
barrier eight and was sent out a third favourite. He put in a 
performance that was shades of Auckland Reactor in his Sires 
Stakes Final, albeit even better as he sizzled the Cup Day crowd 
breaking the all-comers record for 1950m after never seeing the 
pegs and being forced to race parked.

He’s since won Northern 3YO Stakes, Elsu Classic (G2) and the 
PGGW Yearling Sales Open in Auckland in just as dominant 
fashion, accumulating $281,973 in the process. 

The West Coast wonder has a full brother in on Day 1 that looks 
every inch like his older brother.

Jacks Legend (3 C Bettor’s Delight – Larissa Rose) 
$57,234 stakes  - $80,000 purchase in 2015

The little engine that could has been the Mr Consistent of the 
three year old division this season.

Out of the Falcon Seelster mare, Larissa Rose: Jack’s Legend 
was bred to be good being a full in blood to the smart mare 
Joanne’s A Delight (Regal Guest family).

Jacks Legend won on debut for his trainer Barry Purdon and has 
since gone on to fashion a great record when he was a gallant 
third on Cup Day in the Group 1 Sires Stakes Final.

Proving that run was no fluke he backed up his strong Cup Day 
run with another superb second on Show Day behind the very 
smart Vincent.

Since heading back to his home track in Auckland he has 
continued to impress running second behind Ultimate Machete 
in the Alabar Classic (G2) and a good third in the Yearling Sales 
Open Final on New Year’s Eve.

He currently sits third in the Harness Jewels leader board for the 
3YO Emerald behind… you guessed it: Ultimate Machete & More 
The Better.

Titan Banner (5 G Art Major – Corporate Banner) 
$195,613 stakes  -$80,000 purchase in 2013

From Forbury Park to the bright lights of Addington. The most 
improved horse in New Zealand has had a season to remember 
in 2016/17!

A half to the super mare Mainland Banner, the Art Major gelding 
was sent north to the All Stars barn with his chief mission being 
the Harness Jewels at Cambridge.

What transpired was truly remarkable. Titan Banner finished a 
half-length second behind Christen Me in his first start from new 
headquarters before winning the Winter Cup over his favoured 
2-mile distance, this time turning the tables on Christen Me.

After drawing the outside gate in the 4-Year-Old Emerald, he 
produced a cracking run to finish third. 
Tucked aside for a tilt at the second Tuesday in November, he 
opened his account with a 3rd in the Methven Cup, 7th in the 
Kaikoura Cup before knuckling down and getting within 12 
lengths of Lazarus in his grand final on Cup Day.
Titan Banner has continued to go from strength to strength since 
winning the Group 3 Summer Cup and the Group 2 Franklin Cup. 
Both were herculean performances which may have told when 
he finished 8th in the Auckland Cup after battling with Christen 
Me for much of the race.

Alta Maestro (2 C Art Major – Alta Camilla) 
$25,000 stakes - $100,000 purchase in 2016

The handsomely bred son of Art Major has won a quarter of his 
princely sales price in just two two-year-old starts out of the 
Robert Dunn barn this summer.

He’s achieved this having won both heats of the Young Guns 
Series thus far.

He’s showed he can burn both ends of the candle with nice 
speed leaving the gate, and plenty left at the finish. His second 
heat was only 0.9 of a second outside of More The Better’s 
national 2YO record achieved in March of the juvenile season.

With plenty of improvement and growing likely to be had from 
the big son of Art Major, the sky is the limit for a freshman with 
superstar qualities.

Moonrock (4 C Rocknroll Hanover – 
Dancingonmoonlight) 
$73,667 stakes - $40,000 purchase in 2014

A surprise nomination for the 2016 New Zealand Cup, Moonrock 
was set an enormous task to qualify given just 12 months ago he 
was a 3YO maiden.

The beautiful looking son of Rocknroll Hanover has always had 
the motor and his trainer the belief in his ability, backed by the 
owners, which saw him start in the Waikato Guineas behind 
Chase The Dream and the good 3 year olds of his year.

His ascent to the top began with a surprise win over Captain 
Dolmio at Northern Southland where he paid a $30+ last March.

Fresh up in October, he looked a forlorn chance of making the 
Cup until he smashed a handy intermediate field at Addington 
leaving him with the proposition of winning the Aged Sales Series 
Pace at Kaikoura to ensure his place in the Cup.

Moonrock put in the performance of his career to win the Listed 
$50,000 feature and one of the training performances of the year 
was complete.



166: Super Hornet 
(Colt - Changeover x Jet Spirit)

Well-conformed colt who is a half-brother to a smart 
2yo Blue Blazer. Looks a natural type who should 

impress early. Well worth an inspection.

Vendor: Jordash Breeding Trust
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS, Breeders Crown

251: Ice Cold Lover
(Colt - Repeat Love x Polar Blast)

Powerfully built son of French powerhouse sire       
Repeat Love. 3/4 brother to Quevert and the very 

promising Ronald J (2 wins 3 starts). Family of Arboe, 
Marcoola and Lyell Creek. Inspection a must!

Vendor: Trent Yesberg
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS

361: Bettor Move On 
(Filly - Bettor’s Delight x Vanyana)

Naturally gaited filly by siring sensation Bettor’s 
Delight. A striking filly with presence to burn. A must 

inspect for all serious buyers.

Vendor: M. E Denyer
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS, Nevele R, Breeders Crown

396: Reinmin Patron 
(Colt - Changeover x Anita Patron)

3rd foal from talented racemare. Athletic early     
running type by promising sire Changeover. A must 

inspect if you are serious about racing 2yos.

Vendor: John Henderson
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS

For Inspections Contact: Trent Yesberg - 0276 350 414 - www.5staryearlingprep.co.nz 

5 Star Yearling Preparation
435: Suave Punter 

(Colt -Bettor’s Delight x Charming Cullen)

A well put together correct colt with great       
presence. Bred on the same cross as LAZARUS, 
Bettor’s Delight x Christian Cullen mare. Well 

worthy of an inspection, you will not be            
dissapointed.

Vendor: Jordash Breeding Trust, Trent Yesberg
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS, Breeders Crown

471: Triple Bypass
(Colt - Mach Three x Elect To Live)

Correct, powerful and athletic colt from         
champion mare Elect To live. A half-brother to 

multiple Group horses including: Gotta Go Cullect 
and Gotta Go Harmony. A standout. 

 Vendor: Jordash Breeding Trust, Trent Yesberg
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS, Breeders Crown

497: Prince Envy 
(Colt - Majestic Son x Glenferrie Jade)

Beautifully balanced trotting colt, with great    
presence and style. A great looker with the     

pedigree to  back it up. Family of: Landora’s Pride, 
Sundon’s Gift and Let Me Thru.

Vendor: Jordash Breeding Trust, Trevor Casey
Stakes: NZYSS, NZSS, Breeders Crown, Need 

for Speed.

We are on the move!
5 Star Yearling Preparation is moving to Ohoka. 

We are currently developing a purpose built equine facility that will comprise of 50 acres specifically designed for your 
horse’s safety and comfort. The facilities will include 10km of equifence, new stables, yards and an 8 horse walker

In addition to our current services we will now be able to offer:
- Long and short term agistment 

- Handling and education
- Rehabilitation 
- Pre-Training 

- Spelling
- Weaning

For Inspections Contact: Trent Yesberg - 0276 350 414 - www.5staryearlingprep.co.nz 

2017 Premier Yearling Draft
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L A Z A R U S  A S  A 
S T A L L I O N  P R O S P E C T

Having been asked to do an analysis of Lazarus as a stallion 
prospect one day, we’ve dug up and dusted off the crystal ball.

Firstly it must be said that predicting commercially successful 
sires is an almost impossible task.

History has taught us that we could take say 100 likely 
candidates, and only a handful will succeed commercially.

Of the rest, many will succeed to some degree and many will be 
quite surprising dismal failures.

But as a breeder, one can increase their chances of success, or 
more to the point reduce one’s chances of making a mistake 
or failure, by evaluating a stallion prospect in a number of 
categories.

Performance is always one of those categories because a horse 
is rarely given a chance at stud without it to an accepted or 
established level.

But we also need to look at such things as pedigree, sire line and 
family, and size, type, conformation, gait and temperament.

Secondly it must be said that the strengths in a stallion prospect 
will be rather obvious – the studs and promoters make sure of 
that.

But we need to look beyond the hype and promotion for likely 
weaknesses or flaws in the make up of a horse for clues which 
might suggest the sire will be less than commercially successful 
or one of those dismal failures.

These can always be easily identified in hindsight, but that is not 
very helpful for breeders looking at a new prospect for their mare 
and it is not the game we’re playing here.

So we will attack this by looking for weaknesses and faults in the 
make up of Lazarus, rather than just focusing on his strengths.

That bit of space there is what we can find, or nothing, because 
Lazarus ticks all the boxes.

Clearly, Lazarus can’t be faulted on performance and unless 
there was a rather dramatic loss of form in the future, something 
most unlikely to happen given the ‘management team’ he 
operates under, he will go to a leading stud one day with all the 
credentials he needs and be accorded every possible chance.

Most importantly, Lazarus was an outstanding juvenile, which is 
invariably a prerequisite for stallion success.

A stallion must be able to produce early speed nowadays and 
unless they possess that themselves, it is highly unlikely they will 
be able to pass it on or produce it.

There will be exceptions to every rule in this game but we are 
playing the odds to be in our favour.

By Frank Marrion

Lazarus…a perfect pedigree has produced a superb individual and 
outstanding racehorse and now it just remains to be seen if he can 
become a commercially successful sire.

Juvenile performance is also a pretty reliable guide towards the 
categories of conformation, gait and temperament.

Lazarus was winning Young Guns heats at Christmas, one in a 
mile rate of 1.56.5, and wrapped up his first campaign six months 
later by winning at the Jewels in Ashburton in 1.52.9, which was .1 
of a second outside Sky Major’s race and national record.

Lazarus had won six of his eight races and $265,000 and he also 
won the Listed and lucrative Sales race, but with just the one 
Group One, the 2YO Pacer of the Year title went to another Bettor’s 
Delight colt in Chase The Dream (6 wins from 9 starts, $212,000) 
by virtue of his two G1 wins in the Sires Stakes and Young Guns 
Final.

But Lazarus has only been beaten on one occasion since (at 
time of writing) when resuming this season, and when unlucky, 
although it is a loss which needs to be kept in context.

His unbeaten and totally dominant 3-year-old season included 
a march through the Sires Stakes, Sales Open, Victoria Derby, 
Northern Derby and New Zealand Derby, pulling the stumps 
before the Jewels to prepare for a New Zealand Cup tilt as a 
4-year-old.

His 10 length romp on that day in a record 3.53.1, a mile rate of 
1.57.2 for 3200m from a stand, pretty much put the ring around 
and sealed his future stallion prospects and potentially enormous 
value.

Anything achieved in the future can be considered a bonus 
or consolidation of his already impressive if not unmatched 
credentials.



BREEDING MATTERS

As is often the case in such matters, there was a lot more luck 
involved than good management over the years in getting to 
Lazarus.

The story really begins with Tabella Beth, a filly born in 1979 with 
no real pretentions to fame or fortune.

By Able Bye Bye from an unraced Great Evander mare in Double 
Tested, Tabella Beth had been bred by Dave Phillips for his 
Redvale syndicates and before National Bloodstock came along.

Double Tested was a sister to handy trotters in Flagon Wagon 
and Peg Evander and she’d produced the hard hitting trotter 
Yadran to Scottish Command and a useful Crockett pacer in 
Double Rocket when Phillips picked her up at a dispersal sale 
“old and empty” for $400.

Phillips picks up the story in an email recently from his home 
these days somewhere in Russia.

“I bought Tabella Beth’s dam Double Tested in a dispersal sale 
when I was as just starting out in harness racing and breeding - I 
bought several older mares as they were in my price bracket at 
the time.

“Had I then been more experienced, I probably would not have 
bought Double Tested.

“From memory she cost me about $400 and was old and empty, 
and had not got in foal for some years. I bought her at auction 
from Don Hayes if my recall is correct.

“When I got Double Tested home I realised she was more like 
stallion, and had lost her femininity, and I guessed her ability to 
breed. 

“She also later demonstrated with a petite feminine mare, and 
a definite lesbian tendency. It was a journey and a half to get her 
cycling again.

There is no need to doubt his pedigree either.

The family is actually pretty irrelevant – a sire can and will 
succeed regardless of it and ‘stand on their own four feet’.

A strong family can be considered a bonus but there have been 
any number of great sires from relatively poor immediate families 
for us to know that it is not a prerequisite.

There are no problems with Lazarus’ immediate family however.

More important is the pedigree and once again there is no issue.

Lazarus is by a champion sire in Bettor’s Delight and is from a 
mare by a champion sire in Christian Cullen, with a grandam by 
Soky’s Atom.

The latter was by Albatross with a high degree of Adios in his 
pedigree – Adios was a known source of speed back then - and 
if we then go to his third dam in Tabella Beth, we find some more 
‘great blood’, but more about that later.

The sire line is important, but not critical.

Once again there have been enough sires to succeed 
commercially in spite of their sire or sire line, but conversely, sire 
lines also tend to ‘run their course’ and they can be misleading.

The best example of this in recent times was the way sons of 
Albatross ‘hit the wall’.

The likes of Holmes Hanover, Soky’s Atom and Vance Hanover 
were successful in this part of the world, but neither was able to 
produce a successful siring son either.

This is invariably due to dominant siring lines serving to promote 
other sires or sire lines through their daughters, or Mother Nature 
taking care of matters herself.

Albatross was a good example of this in America and the In 
The Pocket/Christian Cullen line in New Zealand was another, 
ultimately serving to promote the likes of Bettor’s Delight.

The latter and his great race rival Real Desire were good 
examples of the importance we do need to attach to sire lines at 
times however.

Bettor’s Delight descends through Cam’s Card Shark, Cam Fella, 
Most Happy Fella and Meadow Skipper and Real Desire through 
Life Sign, Abercrombie, Henry T Adios and Adios, or different lines 
to Hal Dale.

Both benefitted greatly from Albatross on the dam’s side.

But whereas the line to Bettor’s Delight has shown no signd of 
slowing down, the writing was already on the wall for sons of Life 
Sign when Real Desire arrived.

Life Sign and his sons could not reproduce early speed and 
outside of a period under the sun through Artsplace, the 
Abercrombie line has all but disappeared off the scene.

As for the rest of it, or size, conformation, type, gait and 
temperament, we know that Lazarus is pretty much the perfect 
individual.

We know this because of what we have observed ‘before our 
eyes’.

Lazarus is just a nice size and for a stallion, his temperament 
can’t be faulted.

In referring to our notes from the 2014 Premier Sale, Lazarus 
was obviously a ‘lovely colt’ back then and got the nod or seal 
of approval from Mark Purdon, who is quite simply a genius at 

judging type and conformation at that stage.

Lazarus would be a $75,000 purchase and was one of the top 
priced Bettor’s Delight colts at that sale.

Finishing ahead of him in that respect that year were Franco 
Cristiano ($92,500), G I Joe ($82,500), Motown ($87,500), Motu 
Premier ($100,000) and Beaudiene Beaufighta ($140,000), 
the latter winning in 1.54 as a 3-year-old at Bunbury last year 
although a general disappointment after much early promise.

Of course you don’t get to be a top 2-year-old in this era or a 
Lazarus unless the gait is good and there is an abundance of 
early speed.

There are a number of speed factors in Lazarus’ pedigree, 
through Christian Cullen and Soky’s Atom laying over this 
family’s foundation mare Tabella Beth, a revelation as a 
racehorse and as a broodmare, with standout young pacers such 
as Light And Sound, Spirit Of Zeus and Stars And Stripes earlier 
G1 performers emanating from her. 

Throw in the toughness or ‘will to win’ of the Bettor’s Delights, 
the perfect foil for Christian Cullen and In The Pocket mares and 
indeed this family, and one can observe all the ingredients that 
have gone into the mix to produce the perfect racehorse and 
potentially, a commercially successful stallion.



“The next breeding season I sent Double Tested and her girlfriend 
to Nandina Stud, with a strict request to Max Allan that the two 
mares were not to be separated, and with a suggestion that both 
would likely come into season on the same day and could be 
served the same day.

“In the end they were both served by Able Bye Bye (a sire I loved 
then, and still do today back in pedigrees due to his double links 
to Adios/Bye Bye Byrd and his close links via a sister to the great 
sire Good Time).

“Both mares got pregnant and both had their filly foals within day 
of each other. Double Tested’s filly was Tabella Beth.

“The next year Double Tested died over the winter when in foal, 
and her girlfriend went and aborted, perhaps in sadness and 
sympathy.

“Later Tabella Beth went to John Cooney’s for breaking in, and if I 
recall correctly they raced her once for us as a 2-year-old, simply 
for education. 

“Then as an early 3-year-old she went to John Butcher for 
training to race. It was not until midway through her 3-year-old 
season that she demonstrated sustained high speed. 

“She won about four or five on end I think and then was sold for 
100k to the USA. 

“I can still recall a race in Auckland when she was favourite and 
Reg Clapp saying words such as ‘the favourite Tabella Beth 
would have to have wings to win from there’ (she was last at 
about 400m mark). 

“She had a remarkable quick sprint, and that night she flew past 

the entire field in the length of the straight and duly won. 

“After we set up National Bloodstock, I was determined to buy 
Tabella Beth back from the USA and bring her back to breed to 
our new sire Soky’s Atom. 

“Soky had a lot of Adios blood on his dam line which I sought to 
mix with the Able Bye Bye links.  

“In the US Tabella Beth, I had heard, had been used as a betting 
horse - and thereby her form was sporadic. 

“In one race she was meant to win, and she only got clear very 
late and flew home to miss by a nose in world record time for 
mares. 

“I was in the US and watched her in her last race at the 
Meadowlands - the day before her auction sale. 

“I had gone to see her in her stable the morning of the race and 
she looked terrible - thin and dejected. 

“When I went into her stall she went from drab and dejected 
to alert and with an amazing recall of our positive long past 
relationship, she perked up in an incredible way. 

“Then she put her head under my armpit, and snuggled up, and I 
knew I had to buy her back, no matter what the cost.  

“The then USA agent David James (now master of Empire 
Stallions) was with me when I visited her in her stall that day, 
and we were both going to the Meadowlands racetrack that night 
where she was racing. 

“I said to David she would win that night given she knew I would 
be watching her. 

Lot 320 | Gran Chico 
(Bettor’s Delight – Sue Dreamer)

Fourth live foal from Dream Away 
dam. 3 to race for 2 winners.

Dam won 6 including Group 3
Northern Breeders Stakes.

Full brother to the smart 
Lovetodream (5 wins) from
Nigel McGrath stable.
 

Lot 353 | Mac Paua
(Mach Three – Ultimate Cullen)

2nd foal from unraced dam who 
was a $50,000 sales purchase. 
1st foal already qualified. 

2nd dam won $150,000 in stakes 
as well as 20+ races here
and in the USA.

Mac Paua is a stunning
individual who looks an
early type.
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“But David pointed out the strong field, and showed her poor 
current race form, and reminded me of her poor physical 
condition. 

“She was the outsider of the field, but she duly sprinted down 
the outside from last, and won easily and took her lifetime mark 
(1.55.6) that night. 

“I am not a bettor of any substance, but I did put a few dollars on 
her that night.

“I purchased Tabella Beth from that next day dispersal sale in 
New Jersey, but the Yankees saw me coming and I overpaid to 
buy her back for NZ.  

“On arrival in NZ, Tony Parker checked her and passed the 
sad news to me that she had had one of her ovaries removed, 
probably when with a USA trainer. 

“Tony said he was not sure if she could bred at all!  

“But breed she did. Today despite not many horses emanating 
yet from her line she has become one of most influential 
broodmares in NZ history. 

“She was awarded the Broodmare of Excellence in 2001/02 in 
NZ.”

This is usually where good families start, with one good mare 
who arrives like a rabbit out of a hat.

Often such good race mares don’t breed well at all, because 
while they might have had the speed or toughness and ability to 
succeed themselves on the track, they also had chinks in their 
armour, or flaws in their make-up (usually conformation or gait 
issues) which are passed on to their progeny without the same 
degree of ability.

So what made Tabella Beth tick?

It is not difficult to see in hindsight. 

She traced to Belle Keller, a mare imported from America in the 
1920s by Sir John McKenzie.

The breed was mostly about trotting in those days and Belle 
Keller had trotted to a record of 2.07 a century ago.

But the options for quality trotting sires was very limited in New 
Zealand in those days and these sort of families would become 
double gaited, producing trotters and pacers depending upon the 
sire involved, although not always as a rule.

Belle Keller would produce a filly by the Guy Axworthy horse 
Arion Guy in Roydon’s Pride, which when bred to a legitimately 
good trotting sire in Quite Sure, produced the freak but ill-fated 
trotting sensation Certissimus.

Great Evander raced as a pacer and sired the top pacer Vanderford 
but he was double gaited and became an outstanding sire of 
trotters.

Lot 320 | Gran Chico 
(Bettor’s Delight – Sue Dreamer)

Fourth live foal from Dream Away 
dam. 3 to race for 2 winners.

Dam won 6 including Group 3
Northern Breeders Stakes.

Full brother to the smart 
Lovetodream (5 wins) from
Nigel McGrath stable.
 

Lot 353 | Mac Paua
(Mach Three – Ultimate Cullen)

2nd foal from unraced dam who 
was a $50,000 sales purchase. 
1st foal already qualified. 

2nd dam won $150,000 in stakes 
as well as 20+ races here
and in the USA.

Mac Paua is a stunning
individual who looks an
early type.

 

 
Martin & Shirley 

Cummings are
proud to present

their draft for the
2017 Yearling Sales.

Shirley Cummings
on 027 272 2455

for inspections.

If looks 
could 

kill!

Contact
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Two years later, Belle Keller produced a filly by a great pacer in 
Author Dillon in Past Memories, the ancestress of Tabella Beth.

But there was nothing in this line to give a hint of what was 
coming.

That happened when an essentially trotting-bred mare in Double 
Tested met with a strictly pacing-bred sire in Able Bye Bye, 
and with that one filly foal, the course of a river was altered and 
became a rapid.

This is what can happen with out crossing.

A lot of line breeding tends to lead to a lot of sameness, but out 
crossing complimentary individuals can produce champion 
racehorses, sires and broodmares ‘out of the box’.

The history of breeding is littered with such individuals.

Great Evander was by Bill B., a son of the legendary pacer Single 
G, while being from a mare by U Scott.

He was a smart pacer but was unsound and clearly doubled 
gaited.

Great Evander sired pacers headed by a top one in Vanderford, 
but in time he became a wonderful sire of great and durable 
trotters, producing an array of outstanding talent headed by 
Petite Evander, Easton Light, Even Speed, Basil Dean, About 
Now, Melvander, Robyn Evander, Miss Debra and Paula to name 
a few.

This despite suffering from a prejudice against ‘colonial’ sires and 
never getting good numbers of mares.

Crossing trotting and pacing bloodlines, or distinctly different sire 
lines, can produce surprisingly good results and in Tabella Beth 
we had no better example.

Such breeding experiments have been rare and could be tried 
more, but of course you won’t get commercial breeders taking 
such risks.

Often such cases have resulted simply by accident or 
inexperience.

Some have even in experimented with crossing standardbred 
sires with close up thoroughbred blood with surprisingly good 
results considering the numbers, with the two breeds being not 
as different as some might think.

Able Bye Bye was just an average conveyance himself as a 
racehorse, but he did have a potentially potent pedigree.

He was a more than useful sire, producing Ben and other tight 
class pacers in Able Gold, Calm Flight, El Sharvid, Hochenheim, 
Jawa Boy, Kenyon and Nephew Bye Bye among others, but he 
was a highly influential broodmare sire.

Another great example of this was his daughter Princess 
Nandina, who produced a top American filly in Pacific along with 
Twice As Good, who also established a ‘family of her own’ in New 
Zealand.

Joyable was another noted daughter of Able Bye Bye, who stood 
in New Zealand for just five seasons before going to Australia 
and proving a top sire in Queensland and broodmare sire there as 
well.

Able Bye Bye was from the top family of Nedda, with his dam 
being a three-quarter sister to the great Good Time.

Able Bye Bye’s dam Adioo Time was by Adios, while his sire Bye 

Bye Byrd had a grandam in Adieu who was a sister to Adios.

So here we have a pedigree with a maternal line which had 
produced Good Time, coupled with a close 3x2 double up to the 
siblings Adios and Adieu.

Adieu was also the dam of Smokey Hanover, another horse who 
far exceeded his race record at stud.

Some refer to the positive results of such matings – in this case 
the pacing blood of Able Bye Bye over a mare with trotting blood 
– a result of hybrid vigour.

Whatever, it produced a good mare with high speed who 
was able to impart this speed on to her progeny and family, 
particularly through her matings with Soky’s Atom, who also had 
all that Adios blood in the background.

This was not just a case of line breeding to Adios – there were 
double ups in the maternal, lines and only the mares can impart 
or pass on the X Factor or female chromosome.

Tabella Beth’s best performer in Spirit Of Zeus was by Soky’s 
Atom and his sisters in Star Of Bethlehem (dam of Light And 
Sound and Stars And Stripes), Soky’s Sunday (seven winners 
headed by Davy Maguire and Niobium) and Spirit Of Beth (dam 
of United We Stand 1.56.7, Victory Spirit 1.53, Crusader Spirit 1.54.4 
and Captain Webber (1.52.4) all bred on to top effect.

There was another sister in Spirit Of Bethlehem who only 
produced two foals and one filly in Spirit Of Eros, a daughter of 
In The Pocket whose first five foals have resulted in Crown Law 
1.51.4, Spirit And Desire 1.55.9, Spirit Of Art 1.56.5 and Bettor Spirits 
1.53.8.       

Lazarus is the second foal and first colt from Bethany, a daughter 
of Christian Cullen and Spirit Of Beth who was bred by Grant 
Dickey and the late Edward Wardwell.

Dickey recalls that their early advice was that Bethany was 
unlikely to be a racing prospect and so they ran her through the 
2009 Premier Sale, where she was bought for $82,000 by Gareth 
Dixon for Kerry Hoggard.

“She was quite small and had some conformation issues,” said 
Dickey.

Quite clearly, Bethany was not the sort of big, strapping daughter 
of Christian Cullen that have been the hallmark of his best 
performers in that respect.

She sold well with perhaps her residual broodmare value in 
mind, but ultimately she did go unraced and was on sold much 
more cheaply as a broodmare to Mosgiel pharmacist and hobby 
breeder Gavin Chin, producing her first foal as a 3-year-old.

Chin had wanted to breed Bethany to Art Major in that first 
season but he was booked full.

But he’d had a bit to do Brian West over the years and he had one 
of those bookings.

“So we did a deal whereby Brian leased the mare for three 
seasons and we went halves in the foals,” said Chin.

“After two foals Brian opted out though – he was scaling back at 
the time,” he added.

The first foal was a filly in Champagne Dreams, but she wasn’t 
a particularly good type and was bought by Mark Jones at the 
Premier for $19,000.



BREEDING MATTERS

BLACK COLT
LOT 422

BETTOR
BELIEVE
IT!
  By champion sire Bettor’s Delight.

  Out of a speedy two race winner (1.56.1) 
who raced the best fillies.

  From a proven 2 and 3 year old classic 
race winning family.

 A powerful, early maturing first foal.

  Well worth inspecting and your time.

Enquiries welcome anytime, view
him on the PGG Catalogue site or on
Sale Day, 22 February.

She won a race at Waterlea a year ago before being on sold to 
Harvey Kaplan in Australia and winning her debut there at Albion 
Park in 1.56.5 while later reducing her mark to 1.55.6.

Champagne Dreams is now racing in Victoria and has won 10 
races and $60,000.

The second foal was a Bettor’s Delight colt and he was a nice 
type, selling as Bettor Than The Best before being renamed 
Lazarus.

There’s not much wrong with that name of course but the original 
would have been prophetic.

Bethany would miss getting in foal for the next two seasons to 
Roll With Joe and Art Official, but Chin now has a big, strapping 
Art Major colt entered for the Premier Sale called Artstanding and 
he’ll be looking forward to that.

A sister to Lazarus which is a good type wouldn’t go astray either, 
although it should be noted that this has been a much stronger 
‘colt family’ than a filly one for performers on the track.

So that is the breeding background of Lazarus.

Every horse born owes its existence to Lady Luck and twists 
of fate and in this case, the family of Lazarus can certainly be 
thankful that Phillips was around at the time to pick up the old 
and empty Double Tested and later ‘save’ Tabella Beth from 
America.

In summary, what we can observe is a ‘perfect’ pedigree with 
a number of speed factors combining to produce a superb 
individual who is in the process of writing his own piece of racing 
and perhaps breeding history.

What just remains to be seen is whether Lazarus can indeed 
‘stand on his own four feet’ as a stallion after being accorded 
every possible chance at stud, but all the indicators suggest he is 
indeed something special.

If there is one lingering doubt remaining, it is the fact that he will 
have to compete with all those fine daughters of Bettor’s Delight 
in production and he may not be seen as suitable for Christian 
Cullen mares either.

But great sires do always overcome whatever the odds that are 
stacked against them regardless.

Lazarus’ pedigree



Passion, Pedigree, Performance

Bromac Lodge has worked hard
to bring together a band of high class 

exceptionally well bred broodmares covering 
a cross section of some of the best classic bred 

families in Harness Racing.

Our Mission is to breed only top quality horses. 
Bob McArdle has always taken a long-term view 
of the industry and we value our many long term 

returning customers and look forward to new 
and happy buyers.

Lot 199:  Marianna Bromac  BF
Art Major – Maravu Hayley
Outstanding filly by Art Major, from 1.59 
Falcon Seelster mare. Family of champion 
mares Threepence and Sixpence.

Lot 289:  Shamrock Bromac  BC
Mach Three – Sabrina Bromac
Great colt from Superstar Dam of 8 
winners, 7 in 2.00 mins including Smudge 
Bromac (1.53) and winner of $457,000.

Lot 332:  Toliver Bromac  BC

Auckland Reactor – Taffeta Bromac
Half Brother of 1.58 WA winner Trust My 
Judgement. Family of millionaire pacers
Il Vicolo and Stunning Cullen.

Lot 342:  Titan Bromac  BC

Art Major – Tandias Courage 
Oustanding individual from a rock solid 
Group 1 Family. Dam is former 2YO of 
the year, 2nd Dam is former Broodmare 
of the Year. 

Lot 355:  Sheza Bromac  BF

Mach Three – Tanisa Bromac
Half-sister to three black print winners 
including Tijuana Bromac winner of 
$157,000. Dam is half-sister to Ross The 
Boss, (1.50) winner of $500,000.

PEDIGREES FOR THESE YEARLINGS ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE
www.bromaclodge.com  Bob McArdle +64 (0) 274 351 553  •  Farm: +64 3 349 6603

Inspections welcome – Please call Michelle on 0274 351 052

Lot 375:  Taylor Bromac  BF

Art Major – Tatijana Bromac 
Check the pedigree. Is there a better bred 
filly in the catalogue??

Lot 387:  Tara Bromac  BF
Bettors Delight – Te Amo Bromac 
No better bred Bettors Delight filly in the 
sale. The catalogue pedigree says it all 
AND she looks the part.

Lot 366:  Taroona Bromac  BC

Western Ideal – Tasmcmanian
Half-brother to New Zealand Record Holder 
and Group 1 Pacer Tas Man Bromac.
From possibly the best family in America.

Lot 447:  Coulson Bromac  BC

Washington VC – Cozette Bromac
Magnificent colt from unraced half-sister 
to current star Cruz Bromac, (1.51). 
Immediate family of Attorney General 
(1.48). 

Lot 403:  Phil Bromac  BC 

Washington VC – Amaretto Bromac
Great individual. Great Pedigree. First foal 
of dam was star 2YO WA filly from last 
season, Angel Bromac. Immediate family 
of Excel Stride winner of $700,000.

Lot 432:  Candy Bromac  BF

Bettor’s Delight – Cha Cha Bromac
Magnificent filly bred to perfection.
A Bettor’s Delight filly from unraced
Art Major half-sister to Attorney General, 
(1.48), and 8 black print horses. 
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A 
ROCKNROLL 
DANCE

It’s time.

Yorkshire Rose
Bay Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance - Veste by Christian Cullen)
Dam won Gr1 Caduceus Club Classic. 2nd dam Coburg (Gr1 NZSB Stks)
Hip 83 Australasian Classic Yearling Sale
On A/c Hardwood Breeding Syndicate

Rockin Regal
Brown Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance - Spirit Of Spring by Holmes Hanover)
Half to 2 in 2:00 incl Umoja (1:51.2). From half sister to Nketia (1:52.4)
Hip 50 Austalasian Classic Yearling Sale
On A/C Biddlecombe Equine Ltd, G.D. De Silva & Ms M. Spruijt

The Blue Beat
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - The Blue Lotus by Grinfromeartoear)
Half to Amazon Lily (2nd NZYSS 3YOF). Dam a half to Tintin In America
Hip 81 Australasian Classic Yearling Sale
On A/c Mrs B.E. Pears

Australasian Classic Yearling Sale
Auckland - 20 February 2017

3	 Colt	 Jilletto
50 Colt Spirit Of Spring
81 Filly The Blue Lotus
83 Colt Veste
94 Colt Club Sport
96 Filly Alta Camilla
99 Filly Brooke Brad Carolina
119 Filly Delizioso
137 Filly Goodlookinggirl
146 Filly Hill Of Gold
150 Filly Invisage

NZ Premier Yearling Sale
Christchurch - 21 & 22 February

153 Colt Jaz Tanner
210 Colt Monkey Bay
216 Filly Mozart Lace
225 Colt Oaxaca Lass
255	 Filly	 Presidential	Sweet
257 Colt Princess Alberta
262 Filly Pembrook Milly Mae
282 Filly Pure Vogue
295 Filly Seven Point One
284 Colt Shard’s Fantasy
343 Filly Top Lot
344 Colt This Bird Has Flown
345 Colt Top Of The Pile
354	 Colt	 T	K	Swift
357 Colt Under Cover Lover
373 Filly Zenola’s Princess
399	 Filly	 Artistic	Lover
412 Colt Belle Vista
418 Colt Bad Peach
427	 Colt	 Cantina
443 Filly Classy Fleet
446 Filly Courage Talks
465 Filly Dreamy Atom
482 Filly Frizzante
487	 Colt	 Fullofjoy
488 Colt Galleons Respect
490 Filly Gisele Franco
507 Colt Hilarious Leigh

Alta Flamenco
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Alta Camilla by In The Pocket)
Half to 4 in 2:00 incl current 2yo Alta Maestro (1:54.4)
Hip 96 Australasian Classic Yearling Sale
On A/c Alta Breeding Co. Ltd

Miss Streisand
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Goodlookinggirl by Christian Cullen)
From 2:00 producing half to Waitfornoone & to the dam of Flaming Flutter
Hip 137 Australasian Classic Yearling Sale
On A/c Breckon Farms Ltd

One Kool Kat
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Invisage by In The Pocket)
Half to 2 in 2:00 incl Mischief Maker (1:51.4). From half to dam of Im Corzin Terror
Hip 150 Australasian Classic Yearling Sale
On A/c D.J. Chalklen

Kenny Rogers
Bay Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance - Jaz Tanner by Artiscape)
Half to Eric Clapton (1:52.8) and Christian Jaz (1:55.9). Family of Sly Flyin
Hip 153 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c M.J. McGuire

THE RICHEST TWO-YEAR-OLD OF THE YEAR AND 
ALSO EQUALLED THE WORLD RECORD AT THAT AGE.

A ROCKNROLL DANCE
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Jitterbug
Bay Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance - Shard’s Fantasy by Pacific Rocket)
Half to Bledisloe (14 wins). From a half to Likmesiah and Mighty Cullen (1:50.4)
Hip 284 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c Jordash Breeding Trust

Spray Drift
Bay Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance -The Bird Has Flown by Christian Cullen)
Half to Judy Jetson (1:59.1). Dam a half to 8 winners incl Blackbird Fly
Hip 344 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c P.K & Mrs D.L Vanderweg

Pembrook Tilly
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Pembrook Milly Mae by Artsplace)
2nd dam Morad (8 US wins) a sister to Changeover
Hip 262 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c W.D. & Mrs G.L. Power

Projectile Pilot
Brown Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance - Monkey Bay by Mach Three)
Half to 2 in 2:00 incl El Chango (1:54.3). Dam half to Monkey King
Hip 210 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c Mrs J.M. Sharples & M.J. & Mrs L.K. Lewis

AS A THREE-YEAR-OLD HE NOT ONLY WON THE MEADOWLANDS PACE BUT 

ALSO THE $500,000 BATTLE OF BRANDYWINE - IN IDENTICAL TIMES OF 1:48.2.

There is no doubt … he has the record of a sire, the 
pedigree of a sire, and, now, the opportunity to be a sire.

(09) 232 1800    |    www.alabar.co.nz

ALABAR
(03) 349 8627    |    www.nevelerstud.co.nz

Billie Vista
Bay Colt
(A Rocknroll Dance - Belle Vista by Dream Away)
Dam a 1:59.1 half to Five Star Anvil (1:51.5) and Lets Elope (Gr1 NZSS 2yo)
Hip 412 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c P.W. & Mrs J. George

A Rocknrole Dream
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Dreamy Atom by Soky’s Atom)
Half to 7 winners incl Western Dream (NZ 2 & 3yo Filly of the Year)
Hip 465 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c V.L. & Mrs D.L. Devery

Ebullio
Brown Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Frizzante by Falcon Seelster)
Dam 1:58.7 half to Major Bubbles (1:57.8). 2nd dam Miss Bubbles
Hip 482 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c Norwegian Wood Breeding Ltd

Dancingformoney
Bay Filly
(A Rocknroll Dance - Gisele Franco by Falcon Seelster)
From half sister to Ohoka Dallas ($315,753). 3rd dam Gina Rosa
Hip 490 NZ Premier Yearling Sale
On A/c Mrs J.L. & D.J. Smolenski

A ROCKNROLL DANCE
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Nevele R Stud

SUCCESS BREEDS SUCCESS

The FIRST SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE CROP
of one of the GREATEST TROTTING SIRES 

 of the PAST DECADE

is about to
GO UNDER THE HAMMER! 

ANDOVER HALL

ANDOVER HALL
t, 1:51.6 $875,047

(Garland Lobell - Amour Angus) 

A US 2YO TROTTING COLT of the YEAR and a WORLD 

CHAMPION 3YO

Sire of ELEVEN MILLIONAIRES and FIVE WORLD CHAMPIONS 

including the 2015 US leading all age trotting sire Donato 

Hanover, Nuncio, Pampered Princess, Creatine, Cedar 

Dove, Spider Blue Chip etc… 
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1 9 1  W I N N E R S 
A N D  C O U N T I N G

At 92 years young, Keith Grice may be a little hard of hearing and 
his eyesight may not be as sharp as it once was. 

However, if the foal name applications submitted by the brothers 
this season are anything to go by, the sense of humour he shares 
with his brother Bevan is far from shrinking.

“We just named two horses by the trotting stallion ‘The Pres’.

“The colt out of Rugged Cross was called ‘Donald Trump’ and 
the filly out of Vivian Leigh (who by ALL accounts was as difficult 
mare as her famous namesake) ‘Crooked Hilary’”, he laughed.

The brothers would have been similarly laughing as they 
watched the latest star from their storied breed go around Winton 
Racecourse on the first Sunday in December.

Dark Horse, who a start earlier produced a performance that 
was likened to that of Allegro Agitato, was sent out the raging 
hot favourite and duly obliged in the 2400m mobile at Winton. 
Winding down to score an easy 3¾ length victory.

Keith and his brother have had some terrific breeding success 
dating back as far as the 1940’s, but the elder of the two rated 
the last two performances by Dark Horse as the best in a career 
spanning 50+ years.

“We’ve bred derby winners, had New Zealand Cup starters, and 
we even bred the stallion Palestine. But those last two wins by 
Dark Horse have given me the biggest thrill of any horse I’ve ever 
bred. You’ve got to give a lot of credit to Nathan Williamson who 

By Brad Reid

Dark Horse looks to be the next big star from the Grice breed

has waited and been so patient with her.

“Mind you, I’m getting too old for her to miss away and come 
over the top of them as she has”, laughed Keith.

The brothers have bred a staggering 191 individual winners who 
have amassed 718 recorded race wins between them. That’s a 
phenomenal achievement and potentially a record for entities 
outside of stud farms such as Spreydon Lodge. 

There may well be more winners out there, however when the 
brothers began breeding in the 1930’s the recording of information 
was still largely in it’s infancy. 

In the 67 or so years the brothers have been breeding, “we’ve 
never had an argument, but we’ve had a million laughs”, said 
Keith.

Those surprised by the success of Dark Horse need not be. 

Her half-sister Sarah Palin (2008 – Pegasus Spur – 6 wins -42 
placings) and brothers Monty Python (2009 Pegasus Spur – 9 
wins – 18 placings) and Father Christmas (2010 – Love You – 8 
wins – 12 placings) had left the mare with a lot to live up too.

Albeit by the unassuming stallion Bacardi Lindy, her mother 
Juliana (2001 m Sundon – Janetta’s Pride) had the makings of 
being a top trotter herself.

Five starts produced four placings as a two-year-old. 

It was a nice crop in 2004 with juvenile trotters such as Petite 
Sunrise, Thanksgiving & One Over Kenny on the scene. The latter 
nosed Juliana out of what would have been her only victory after 
being 10 lengths behind and posted 6/7 wide on the home turn at 
Cambridge.
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Keith and Bevin Grice with their star broodmare, Janetta’s Pride

“Past the post, she was in front. We found out that she had an 
infected uterus and that made her niggly,” he said.

It was a dazzling display of speed and a trait Keith was confident 
would transpire to the broodmare barn after the filly broke down 
at her next start.

Juliana hails from the top producer and 2008/2009 New Zealand 
Broodmare of the Year in Janetta’s Pride (1988 Br m Gee Whiz 
II - Zola). Her record in recent years is nothing short of staggering. 
Especially her sons and daughters of Sundon.

Dependable (1997 Sundon) was 2 & 3-year-old NZ Trotter of 
the Year in 2000 and 2001 and the winner of 4 group races as a 
juvenile.

Jo Anne (Sundon) was born a year later and won the 2-year-old 
Trotter of the Year herself in 2001. She also produced 2008 NZ 
Trotting Derby winner Doctor Mickey.

A year earlier in 2007, the NZ Trotting Derby was an upset of epic 
proportions when Shirley Temple (Sundon) got home first at odds 
of $90 to 1. That feat was good enough to see her win the 2007 
3YO Trotting Filly of the Year.

The trotting derby stayed in the Grice’s cabinet in 2009 when 
Janetta’s Pride’s 10th foal, Ima Gold Digger, won both the NZ and 
Great Northern features and picked up ANOTHER 3YO Trotter of 
the Year award for the brothers Grice and Janetta’s Pride progeny. 

Ima Gold Digger also won the Thames Trotting Cup, Ashburton 
Flying Mile & Trotting FFA the following year and finished with 
$364,072 in NZ earnings before heading to the States.

Overall, Janetta’s Pride’s left 16 foals in 19 seasons at stud, 
missing on only 3 occasions. Her progeny won a combined 52 
races, placed on 63 occasions, and amassed $735,371 in stakes. 
Of her 10 foals to make it to the races, Juliana was the only of her 
progeny to not win a race.

The feats of their trotting progeny is made more incredible by the 
fact the progeny stem from the same maternal line started by the 
Grice’s grandfather back in the late 1800’s.

“We’ve always loved the horses, our uncles had them and my 
grandfather even held the first official race in Mid Canterbury. It 
was between Tinwald and Winslow station, but that’s going back 
a long, long time”, said Grice laughing again.

The family influence goes back to the early settlers of the 
late 1800’s. Their grandfather George Grice began the family 
involvement, making a name for himself as a saddle trot rider, 
once winning five races from eight at a Timaru meeting. The 
three sons of George to keep the name going were Jack, Ben and 
Robert - father of Bevan and Keith.

Robert earned a degree of fame in the local paper at the age of 
12 when he was tagged “the gamest punter ever” after selling 
his pigeons and putting all the money on a horse that paid 12 
sovereigns. He started breeding standardbreds as a side-line to 
sheep and among his mares was the third dam of dual NZ Cup 
winner Haughty. He sold his horses to Ben and Jack during the 
Depression and encouraged his sons to get started in horses 
when they left school. Keith and Bevan were to learn a lot from 
Uncle Jack, a renowned trainer, often visiting him on a Friday 
afternoon with some cold beers and chatting to him for hours on 
end about horses.

“My uncle Ben Grice bred our foundation mare, Mavis Wood (1922 
Rodgewood – Unregistered, by Lyonnais out of Jessie B and the 
second dam by Manlicker a thoroughbred) who produced seven 
fillies (five colts) of which we bred from two ourselves”, said Grice.

Marvis Wood (2:17.2, 2 wins) was the dam of eight winners.

The first of these fillies acquired by the Grices was a 15-year-old 
former race winner called Agent, a daughter of Great Northern 
Derby and 1925 Auckland Cup winner Nelson Derby (a stallion 
eventually owned by the Grice’s father). From Agent the Grice’s 
bred their first winner in Sayonara (by Pacing Power) who won 
his only race by saying goodbye to the field at Rangiora when 
driven by Doody Townley. 

Agent’s only other foal was the capable Desmond’s Pride mare 
Shiann, who won five when leased to Stan Kirby of Southland. 
Desmond’s Pride threw both pacers and trotters (largely the 
latter) and this was to eventually produce the maternal line that 
led the Grice’s to Janetta’s Pride. 

They then obtained Lady Dimp (a full sister to Agent) and Mavis 
Wood’s last foal from Jack Reid. 

Lady Dimp took the Mavis Wood line in another direction (or 
gait) when courted with U Scott stallion, Morano. The mating 
produced another matriarchal mare in the brother’s decorated 
career, this time the unraced Coo Doo (1960). Injured early in a 
race career, the mare was forced to walk sideways for two full 
months with vets advising the mare be put down.

Thankfully she wasn’t and eventually Coo Doo carried on to put 
the Mid Canterbury bro’s on the map!

She was served on 19 occasions and produced 18 live foals 
in consecutive years, missing only in her last season at stud 
(thought to be a world record).

The descendants of her line have been remarkable with 31 six-
figure earners featuring.

Some of her (recent) NZ-based descendants include: Cruzee 
Lass, Captain Peacock, Art Form, Pulp Fiction & Life of Luxury.

However two that she produced herself are the two that Keith 
remembers the fondest.

“Barbara Del (1968 m Ambro Del) was my favourite, she won 
the Welcome Stakes and Doody Townley trained her. Our other 
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Have you bred to a
Grass Roots stallion?

$1000
‘Win’ Bonuses

As soon as a paid-
up horse wins its 

first race during its 
2yo, 3yo and/or 4yo 
season – it’ll earn a 

$1000 ‘Win’ Bonus 
for its connections 

but become ineligible 
for any further 

Bonuses during that 
particular season.

$500
‘Place’ Bonuses

Alternatively, as 
soon as a paid-up 
horse runs its first 

placing (2nd or 3rd) 
during its 2yo, 3yo 
and/or 4yo season 
– it’ll earn a $500 

‘Place’ Bonus for its 
connections and then 

be eligible for an 
additional $500
‘Top Up’ Bonus 
during the same 

season.

10%
‘Stallion’ Bonuses

At the end of every 
season, all sires who 
were nominated for 

any Series will receive 
a collective ‘Stallion’ 
Bonus – this being 

10% of all ‘Win’, 
‘Place’ and ‘Top Up’ 
Bonuses that their 
paid-up progeny 
earned during the 

season just finished.

And the beauty about the Grass Roots Bonus Series is that these Bonuses can be won on ANY official totalisator 
or non-totalisator race (as per HRNZ Rules) in New Zealand during the season – whether it’s in a maiden at 
Manawatu, or on a Premier Night at Addington!

The Grass Roots Bonus Series
... where you get a real chance of winning realistic bonuses

– without having to breed to really expensive stallions

$500
‘Hard Luck’ 

Bonuses

At the end of every 
season, if sufficient 
funds remain in the 
pool for any Series 

(i.e. funds which 
haven’t been earned 

in Bonuses by the 
paid-up horses during 
that season) then all 
paid-up horses who 

raced but didn’t earn 
a Bonus of any sort 

will go into the draw 
to win a $500 ‘Hard 

Luck’ Bonus.

$500
‘Top Up’ Bonuses

Provided that a 
paid-up horse hasn’t 

already earned a 
$1000 ‘Win’ Bonus 
during its 2yo, 3yo 
and/or 4yo season, 
once it earns a $500 

‘Place’ Bonus by 
running second or 

third it will then also 
earn its connections 
an additional $500 
‘Top Up’ Bonus if 

it wins a subsequent 
race during the same 

season.

The Grass Roots Bonus Series began in the 2015/16 season, with 17 stallions (13 pacing sires and 
4 trotting sires) being nominated for Series #1 of this exciting new concept.

Series #2 followed hard in its footsteps this season, and although the list of nominated stallions
was slightly different there's now 19 sires who fully support the Grass Roots Bonus Series.

To check and see if the stallion you've bred to
belongs to Series #1 and/or Series #2, just go to our website:

www.grassrootsbonus.co.nz
The Grass Roots Bonus Series is here to stay... Series #3 will be for the horses bred next season; 

Series #4 will be for the horses bred in 2018/19, and so on.

Grass Roots is for stallions that stand for an advertised service fee of $4000 + GST or less
and have been nominated – and, even more importantly, Grass Roots is for the resulting progeny 

(of these nominated stallions) that pay up for their particular Series.

There are all sorts of bonuses which can be won
by taking part, such as...

favourite would have to be Palestine (1970 h). A great big black 
stallion by Scottish Hanover. Terry May trained him and I believe 
he went on to win 18 races and sire 20 odd race winners himself.”

Palestine did win 18 races and was the sire of 21 NZ winners, 
which goes to show just how sharp Mr Grice’s memory is at 92, 
especially where his lifelong passion of breeding is concerned.

“The horses are spread over the two farms. Initially it was just 
the one farm that Bevan and I took over from our father, however 
we split the properties up. Prior to this we were dabbling with the 
horses and I managed to train a winner myself (Sayonara, first 
foal from Agent). I can still see the race at Rangiora!”

“After that we were taking on the farm and had to make a 
decision. The horses or the farm and we chose the farm.”

The decision formed the model under which the Grice’s have 
operated for the last 40 or 50 years.

“We made the decision to lease all the horses, and after a while 
it was like moths to a flame. It just grew. We have largely always 
retained the fillies with some of the colts and geldings being sold 
to help with the costs.

When asked what advice he would give to a young breeder, Keith 
replied;

“Don’t get too many horses around you too soon, wait until your 
established before getting any more than a few”.

Brother Bevan echoed those sentiments as he reflected on the 
achievements of him and his good mate Keith.

Many wouldn’t realise Bevan’s involvement in getting artificial 
insemination introduced to Standardbred breeding.

“I had to ship my mare up to the North to be served by a stallion, I 
forget his name, but after the subsequent scans she arrived back 
home not in foal. It was pretty expensive even in those days to 
ship a horse about, and I thought to myself; we do it with cattle 
etc as farmers (AI), why not horses?” said Bevan.

“It took a hell of a lot of lobbying but we managed to get it 
approved in 1979”.

Bevan also takes great pride in a 3-year-old trotting race 
that takes place in his home town in early February. The 
Hambletonian Classic, over a mile at Ashburton Raceway, is run 
by the Ashburton Trotting Club of which Bevan is a life member.

“Lots were up in arms about the fact we couldn’t get a race for 
three year old trotters between October and March. I think they 
ran the first one in 1986 and the closest we have come to winning 
it is a nose second to Trevor Casey’s good mare Pocaro. That was 
with Ima Gold Digger”, said Bevan.

Both Bevan and Keith are very particular about maintaining good 
horse-clean paddocks and carefully avoid overstocking. “Good 
natural feed is essential for broodmares and foals. We usually run 
only two or three mares to 25 acres, feeding out good lucerne hay 
in winter along with regular drenching,” said Bevan. 

All paddocks for the horses are linked with wide access lanes 
and excellent shelter belts help provide top conditions.

“But I have maintained for years...if you’re breeding from an older 
mare, they’ve got to be in a nice paddock on their own with good 
pasture. Otherwise they tend to compete with the younger mares 
for feed, and end up not nourishing the foetus”, said Bevan.

After 60+ years of breeding, where do the brothers loyalty lie? 
Especially where gait is concerned?

“While we have some pacing broodmares, these days we are 
largely sticking to the trotters. Bevan and I have always had a 
love for the trotters.

“Juliana produced a beautiful foal by Quaker Jet last Saturday 
before Dark Horse won, so we have plenty more coming through 
to keep us on our toes. She’s going to be re-served by Bacardi 
Lindy, as I’m a big believer in S J’s Photo in a pedigree of a 
trotter. He’s already produced us Dark Horse and Benchmark”, 
exclaimed Keith.

Dark Horse is likely to stay south over the summer, with a tilt at 
the Harness Jewels her main target for the season.

While she is only one horse of a list nearing 200 Grice-bred 
winners, she may just sneak herself onto the list of 27 Group 
Winners by the seasons end.

“That would be really special, a Harness Jewels in our own 
backyard.”

On Saturday 28th January Juliana’s three progeny Dark Horse, 
Month Python and Father Christmas line up in the same race, 
not a bad achievement!

For the gentlemen who have all but seen and won it all in 
Harness Racing, wouldn’t it be fitting?

Dexter Dunn and Cuddly Jess
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T H E  L I T T L E 
G U Y S 
( A N D  G I R L S )  - 
S O U T H  I S L A N D

MARTIN AND MAUREEN PIERSON
RESSLER (Lot 192): Art Major - MACY DELIGHT 
(Bettor’s Delight)

Martin Pierson thinks Ressler should be in every buyers “black 
book” when he describes the striking Art Major colt he and his 
family are offering at this year’s Premier Yearling Sale. Prepared 
by Aimee Edmonds, Ressler is the 2nd foal and first colt from 
Macy Delight who won two and was placed four times from only 
10 starts.

“I’ve always loved the Black Watch family and in fact marked 
Macy Delight on my wish list at the 2011 Sale. By chance we were 
later offered her as a broodmare and her first foal is a promising 
2yo filly by Rock N Roll Heaven, Astrid Farnsworth”.

“We are encouraged that Macy’s half-sister, Macy Belle, has left 
good sorts in Will I Am and the exciting It Aint The Money. Ressler 
is a very correct and athletic colt with a willingness to work with 
you and has 2yo potential written all over him”.

Being out of a Bettor’s Delight mare, who in turn is out of an In 
The Pocket mare, Ressler offers a pedigree hard to fault. Macy 
Delight has a strong He’s Watching colt at foot, destined for next 
year’s sales, and is in foal to Captaintreacherous. 

“We have five mares in foal this season with three to 
Captaintreacherous (Macy Delight, Eleanor Roosevelt and Go 
One Bettor) one Somebeachsomewhere (Tessa Rocks) and one 
Art Major (Sara Holley). 

We love the breeding game, despite the associated highs 
and lows, especially given we have access to the best 
bloodlines in the world. I’d love a good trotting mare one 
day as already we’ve seen the huge impact the European 
blood has had on our trotting families”.

The Pierson’s have bred the winners of 199 races to date, 
something they are very proud of. Their latest winner, Herrick 
Roosevelt, is currently racing from the Gary Hall Snr stable in WA 
and Martin is hopeful he might be a Derby contender. Being the 
first foal from Eleanor Roosevelt it’s not hard to see why Martin is 
encouraged by their small band of broodmares. 

Ressler is one of the lead characters in a TV show “The Blacklist” 
of which Martin is a fan!

ASMARA FARM 
(Graham Kirby and Carol McFarlane)
BETTATHANIDEAL (184): American Ideal - Live Life Betta 
(Live or Die) 

DAZZLE ME (456): American Ideal - Diamante 
(Presidential Ball)

SNEAK A PEEK (512): Betterthancheddar - I Cee U 
(Mach Three)

A little bit of the future comes through Graham and Carole’s sales 
activities this year. 

“Your offer of doing a small article on us, would be great as it is 
tough for us small guys, however I do need to let you know that 
the three yearlings we have this year -- we did not breed them” 
said Graham when contacted.

“We bought two at the weanling sale in Auckland, and I am 
preparing BettaThanIdeal for Dallas Patterson” 

We have been breeding for eight years, and overall our mares 
have done good jobs, leaving some nice individuals. We have 
enjoyed it and learned a lot, but realise that at our level, the 
returns are not there.

 We did not have much success last breeding season, having to 
euthanase a full brother to a $25,000 colt we sold last year. The 
mare Jessica Vhea is now back in foal to Shadow Play.

Rein Chick’s foal had confirmation issues, and was not yearling 
sales material. As the mare had not left anything worthwhile 
at that time, we retired her. Since then, her colt Negara (Mister 
Big) that we sold at last year’s sale is showing potential for Terry 
McMillan.

Our other mare Royal Oil, died in December 2015.

So depending on how things work out at the sales,  a 
change in strategy for our future may be one of buying 
at the weanling sales and focussing on their preparation 
as yearlings, which is something that I really enjoy.  This 
may reduce some of the risks and increase the rewards.

Dallas Paterson says “this is the first time as a breeder that I 
have decided to have a yearling prepared for the sales, and am 
looking forward to the days, and the excitement that goes with it.

“After I had weaned BettaThanIdeal earlier this year, Graham 
approached me looking for a place to prepare his 2 weanlings.  
He moved into my barn in June 2016 and also agreed to prepare 
my colt. 

Graham has done a professional job, and the yearlings are 
looking super, so hopefully that generates successful bids.”
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GAEL MURRAY
ENTRIGUE (479): Peak - Enchant (Earl)

“I purchased Springfield Lauren at mix stock sale. She put her 
hoof through a gate as a weanling which always affected her 
slightly. She was known to be a bit rough at start of her races 
though eventually won one at Cromwell while shying badly at the 
crowd all the way down the straight!”

Sadly Gael lost Springfield Lauren at 13 when foaling 
Successor. 

The first foal from Enchant was a January Sundon filly 
that has now won a Group 3 in Aussie. The second was 
a colt by Majestic Son that did not make it in the early 
stages of training, as happens. The third is a now 2yo filly 
by Sam Bourbon. 

“Unfortunately she slipped to Muscle Mass the same year 
that her younger half-sister produced the very promising 
Heavyweight Hero for me. I have a lovely Peak ½ brother 
to him for next year’s sale.”

This colt is a very nice type, not overly big and has the 
look of a horse that may go early.

Gael Murray started off life with horses with 
thoroughbred. However she has not looked back since 
she began working with standardbred mares around 
1995. Working at various times for Studholme Park and 
Roydon Lodge Gael has had her own business for the last 
eight years.

“I run a small boutique foaling and breeding operation 
here in Weedons. There were 58 standardbred mares here 
this year plus seven thoroughbred and sport horses. I 
foaled 36 standardbred mares with all foals alive as far as 
I know.”

“With the assistance of vet Becky Reed I bred 41 
standardbred mares for 38 positives. Of those 15 were to 
frozen semen and we missed on only two of those. ”

“I am very proud of our work and success with frozen semen. 
Obviously the costs are higher for the breeder and having an 87% 
success is pretty pleasing.  Just a shame one of the mares that 
missed was John Mooney’s matriarch, the lovely 19YO Lucinda 
Midfrew who we tried to Captaintreacherous. Perhaps her highly 
productive career is coming to an end. She is such a darling.”

LAUREN & PAUL HAILES 
HANDBRAKE HARRY (492): Somebeachsomewhere - 
Glenburn Jewel

The Glenburn name has been sending horses out of Balfour for 
more than a decade or two: and good horses at that.  ‘Glenburn’ 
comes from the Hailes family farm name and is now firmly 
attached to identifying horseflesh.

Paul Hailes explains, “I was very lucky to inherit two nice 
broodmares and wanted to carry on what my father Eddie had 
started in the late 60’s.

“There is nothing more thrilling or satisfying than seeing a horse 
you planned the mating of and raised making it to the track and 
hopefully going on to become a winner.

Also racing is well and truly  in the blood. My late mother Anita’s 
parents Michael and Eileen Flynn breed and raced pacers in the 
40s and 50s.”

Paul Hailes, with wife Lauren, are offering buyers a colt called 
Handbreak Harry by Somebeachsomewhere out of the five-win 
mare Glenburn Jewel. 

Brent McIntyre who is preparing the colt for the sales says 
“you could not find a more natural and complete looking 
2YO in the catalogue. He is a totally different type to his 
brother The Honey Badger who is a big rangy lump of a 
horse. But he was still good enough to win two 2YO races 
at Wyndham and Winton, the later a mile in 1.57.9.

Glenburn Rose, the dam of Glenburn Jewel produced Chesterton 
(1.56.1, 16 wins, 21 placings) and more recently Novena Rose an 
American Ideal 4yo mare sold after qualifying well and now with 
three wins from seven starts in Victoria.

Glenburn Jewel (5 wins, 12 placings), Rose’s second foal, has had 
six foals. The first venture to Somebeachsomewhere came when 
Australian pedigree matching folks ‘Do You Love Your Broodmare’ 
rated that sire number one when asked for suggestions on her 
third mating. The product was The Honey Badger. 

The Honey Badger, owned by Paul with his brother-in-law and 
Macca Lodge co-proprietor Caine McIntyre, has been given a 
long spell and recently resumed for Robert Dunn at the Rangiora 
workouts.

Glenburn Joy (Amercian Ideal) who resumes tomorrow set a track 
record  for a 3yo filly on debut  at Wyndham  last year.

Smokin Annie a 2YO Mach Three filly has been retained 
by the Hailes and the mare has recently foaled a colt by 
Somebeachsomewhere and she is in foal to Captain 
Treacherous.
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ISA LODGE (MISS KYM KEARNS)
ISA THE GREAT Lot 61: Angus Hall - Sun Isa [Sundon]

Kym Kearns, breeder of 2yo trotting champion Flying Isa, was 
only eight years old when she started on a journey with horses 
that leads to (but by no means ends with) a Breeders Crown cup 
on her mantelpiece. Now Isa The Great, Flyin Isa’s half brother is 
off to the sales.

Kym describes this colt as probably the best type her mare Sun 
Isa has produced to date, and that’s a big call since the siblings 
have all been very good-looking horses.

“Hank”, as he is called, is the 6th foal from Sundon mare Sun Isa 
and her 4th son. She leaves strikingly good-looking horses, big 
and bold, and with plenty of ability.

Kym retained the previous foal, a filly named Library Lady, who is 
now a very strong 2yo with a lovely trotting action.

Sun Isa herself is out of Isa Countess who produced among 
others Isa Good Looking (6 wins and 7 placings) and Toogle by 
Britewell. Toogle’s first foal Sequoia, by Majestic Sun, is trained 
by Claire and Dave McGowan for Gavin Pearson and is having 
its first start at Auckland on Friday 29th January after some 
promising workouts.

Where we are today with Hank at the 20 February sale is no 
chance encounter. It is based on Kym’s determination to rebuild 
a good trotting family, starting with a Count Bay-Isa Ville 
yearling filly with a swollen knee that she bought for $1200 at 
John Curtin’s dispersal sale at Denby Lodge, Cambridge in 1987. 
Named Isa Countessa, the filly was the full sister of Count Isa 
who later chalked up 30 wins, 1.54.8, $288,537 in stakes and who 
still features on the list of the fastest and best trotters bred in New 
Zealand.

“This was a good solid trotting family, but it was in danger 
of fading out. I believed the family deserved its chance 
again. It’s been my goal to get it back to its best and 
make it as widely known as it should be. I can’t do that on 
my own, so I breed the best I can and get the family out 
through the Sales so other people can carry it on,” said 
Kym.

“Hank’s full brother, Angus Fogg (15 starts, 1 win, 3 placings), 
was purchased by Lincoln Farms for $42,000 in 2013. He is a late 
developing but talented 5yo trained by Derek Balle. “Hank has 
the same attitude and power as Angus Fogg, and is an earlier 
type than his brother,” says Kym, who believes he has a good 
chance of being a 2yo like Flying Isa was.

The other foals from Sun Isa are: Flying Isa (56 starts, 17 wins, 
$481,667), Isa Smiling (very talented, 3 wins, now dam of a 2yo 
colt), Isa Flyer (died recently in paddock accident), Library Lady, 
and Isa The Great. The first four foals were all sold at the PGG 
Wrightson yearling sales.

BRAD CARSONS AND GUY MATCHES
SUPERBASS Lot 12: Mach Three - Madam Superior 
[Ambro Operative]

Brad Carson’s grandfather John trained horses for most of his life. 
He established the very productive maternal family back from 
Superbass’ dam Madam Superior, through Madan Jodasc and 
Madam Clarinda.

“Superbass is a big strong colt, and well proportioned. He 
is not gangly and by the time the sales are here he will 
look excellent. He is growing out well and evenly,” said 
Brad.

When John got sick he gave Brad Madam Superior which had 
speed but raced only once. However as a broodmare the mare 
has come good. He first foal, Super Cullen (Christian Cullen) was 
extremely promising but sadly died a few days after his first win.

The second foal by American Ideal was Superintendent who 
was sold to Australia for good money. That venture did not work 
out and the horse return to Robert Dunn at Woodend. The beach 
training certainly help the big rangy horse as he achieved three 
wins and four placings.

Superimposed (Jeremy’s Jet) won three here before being sold to 
Perth where he has won another four.

Madam Superior is in foal to Bettor’s Delight.

Her dam Madam Jodasc (Mercedes) had a wonderful record with 
16 foals, 14 to the races and 10 winners in the set. Between them 
they have well over 110 wins in NZ, Australia and the US.

Thirty year old Brad is totally immersed in horses having been 
involved in ownership/breeding for 12 years and also owning a 
horse product importing business, Equine Specialists, which in 
November expanded to Christchurch and farrier supplies buy a 
business at Sockburn. He is also the agent for the “World’s Best 
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ALISON WARNERFORD
NUTHIN CHANGES (Lot 109): Changeover - Cullerfillie 
[Christian Cullen]

There are days and nights in this sport when you feel like running 
for the hills hoping never to speak to a horse person again. 
Luckily for me there are more days and nights when you get to 
speak with delightful joyous people like Alison Warneford from 
whom the love of trotting just exudes!

“Darling” said Alison, “Ambro The Thug and Mattnamaras Band 
brought us pleasure beyond belief, there is nothing like winning 
those Sales races and Sires Stakes races John.” The ‘us’ being 
Alison and husband Kevin who passed away in June last year. 
After buy their dam, Jacuzzi (Soky’s Aton - Joanie Vance), at the 
sales and then having her breakdown never to race they boxed 
her for five months for a breeding career.

Patience was returned in spades. Not just with the above two 
but also with Jacussisuzzi (9 Aust wins), Mac The Moneymaker a 
winner for Todd Macfarlane at 2yo last season and then again on 
Christmas Eve at Cambridge, and Betty’s A delight who produced 
Mustang Bart with three Australian wins from eight starts.

And then there is Cullerfillie whose first three foals 
Whozideawasthis (American Ideal) and Cut Loose (Mach Three) 
24 wins in NZ/Aust, and still going, and Are You Ready Girl 
(Changeover) who has three in NZ for Alison with Mike Berger. 
Mike is preparing the next foal a 2yo filly which is expected at the 
workouts and races soon.

“We have had a lot of success to go with the low points, Jacuzzi 
breaking a leg being one of them. People may remember 
our trotters which all had the ‘aholic’ on the name including 
Workaholic (6 wins) and also Chocaholic which left us Alcoholics 
Born to Trot (60 starts, 5 wins and 17 placings) and a lot of fun.”

“Nuthin Changes well put together, but not big filly. Her 
confirmation is very good and she has an impressive 
walk”

“Cullerfillie is in foal to Mach Three and with the news of 
the tragic passing of that stallion I consider myself very 
lucky,” said Alison. 

BRIAN & REAY NEBEN
BETTERBROOK (Lot 78): Betterthancheddar - Willowbrook 
[In The Pocket]

Brian and Reay Neban have been in and around this breeding 
and racing business for over 20 years. In their time they have 
raced some lovely horses.

The Grice brothers bred Eliza Doolittle, which Brian acquired from 
National Bloodstock, supplied them with a string of nice horses 
including Spanish Rain, Colonel Pickering and Elsudoku. 

Another acquisition, this time from Geoff Small’s stable, enabled 
Brian to continue with his practice of breeding only one mare at 
a time. Willowbrook raced for three wins and a placing. Out of 
Birchbrook, a half-sister to Tribute, she has now produced four 
live foals for the Beben’s.

The first is Will Desire (2 wins and a placing) now with 
Eddie Clarke and coming along well, the second is 
Willedu (Elsu) a 3yo that is with Paul Kerr and raced by 
the Neben’s and a winner a Roxburgh in early January at 
its 7th start. The rhetorically named Willshewill (Auckland 
Reactor) is also with Paul Kerr who rates her highly. She 
is well on the way to coming out shortly for a 2yo season.

“Betterbrook is easy to handle and a nice-looking 
horse. Some people have been pessimistic about the 
Betterthancheddar horses but I’m not. He looks the part 
and there is no reason why he will not make it given what 
his siblings have done.” said Brian.

The Neben’s own and operate a printing business including the 
Rural Living newspaper that circulates around Manakau and 
Pukekohe. Brian uses it to run a competition to name his foals. 
Over the years some interesting names have come up with the 
My Fair Lady theme predominate in Eliza Doolittle’s foals.

No-one needs reminding how passionate the Isa Lodge 
partnership of Kym Kearns and Bee Pears are when it comes to 
breeding and raise quality horses. 

“We are committed to finding lovely matches, compatible 
bloodlines and performance potential.

“Hank ticks all these boxes. Someone will have the 
chance to develop an outstanding trotter from the 
best of the famous “Hall’ line of stallions and a strong 
NZ maternal family that links into the best of the Hall 
bloodline,” says Kym.
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I T S  D N A

In each edition of Breeding Matters we will bring you more 
information, in plain language, about the science behind a horse’s 
genetics, its attributes associated with its genetics and the rapid 
progress being made to unravel it all. Using Google take a look at 
the research referred to below. If you want more on a topic email 
brad@thebreeders.co.nz: we will find someone to write it up.

YOU SHOULD NEVER look a gift horse in the mouth, but you just 
might want to look in its genes.

Just as humans artificially bred bulldogs from domesticated 
wolves, they’ve also tampered with equines, selecting particular 
horses for their pedigrees, athletic abilities, and looks. It usually 
takes several generations of hit-or-miss breeding to instill traits 
into stock. But today, breeders and owners look to genetics 
to produce the exact horses they want. And sometimes the 
difference comes down to a single gene or mutation.

Yes, that’s right: It’s genetic determinism for horses, and it’s 
happening across equestrian disciplines around the world.

Traditionally, breeders have traced pedigrees back for 
generations, looking for performance records, body types, and 
even coat colors when selecting which mares and stallions 
should mate. Still, the foal of a champion isn’t guaranteed to be a 
star. Sometimes that was the fault of poor training, but breeders 
also couldn’t tell exactly what inbred traits led to a horse’s 
success. And they couldn’t predict which genes would win out 
when egg meets sperm.

Except now, with modern genetics, scientists can identify the 
exact genes that lead to particular traits. Work from the Leibniz 
Institute for Zoo and Wildlife Research, for example, traced the 
origin of “gaited” horses back to a single inbred mutation that 
impacts locomotion and coordination in a horse’s spine. All 
horses have three gaits—the walk, trot, and canter/gallop. But 
horses with this mutation can be taught a fourth gait, which is 
known for its smoothness—there’s a saying that you can ride the 
fast-paced ambling of the Paso Fino while holding a full glass of 
wine and not spill a drop.
Medieval breeders didn’t know the source of this movement, but 
they unintentionally selected for that gene by breeding horses 
that made riding more comfortable. “In animal breeding, traits 
can be fixed in a population within a very few generations. It 
depends on human preferences, which are never constant,” says 
Arne Ludwig, a geneticist at IZW.
That process can happen even faster now that geneticists can 

By Lexi Pandell of www.wired.com

science the hell out of horse breeding. And that’s especially 
valuable when you’re spending thousands on stud fees or a 
youngster you hope will bring you fame and glory (or maybe even 
win you back some of that money). The UC Davis Veterinary 
Genetics Laboratory runs the SynchroGait test, which looks for 
the gaited mutation. Some breeds of horses, such as American 
Standardbreds, are largely fixed for the mutation. Before the 
genetic test, a breeder working with other types of horses would 
have to cross their fingers and hope that their horses passed 
along the variation. Now, they can choose to only breed horses 
that are homozygous for the gaited trait.

Other genetic tests for horses are more practical; some breed 
organizations, such as the American Quarter Horse Association, 
require a genetic disease panel for all registered stallions to 
minimize the spread of fatal mutations common for the breed.

But the genetic determinism gets way more Gattaca-esque 
than mere health screens. Say you only want to buy a horse if it 
will have black foals. UC Davis and other labs can also test for 
coat color. “If you don’t want to produce a chestnut foal, a stallion 
or mare would have to be homozygous for the black pigment 
mutation in the Mc1r gene,” says Cecelia Penedo, the head of 
Davis’ lab. “That guarantees that no chestnut color would be 
expressed in the foals.”

Want to make sure your mare is homozygous for the much-
desired tobiano coat pattern (white patches over a base coat 
color), or see that there’s a chance your stallion will pass along 
his rare pearl color? You can test for that, too.

Other labs test for athletic abilities. Emmeline Hill, lead geneticist 
at Irish-based research and testing company Plusvital Genetics, 
studied the DNA of (thoroughbred) racehorses and found 
what she calls the “speed gene,” a specific position within the 
myostatin gene that codes the DNA as either a C or T. If your 
horse has C:C, it is more predisposed to develop the fast-twitch 
muscles for sprints. C:T horses like middle-distances, though, 
and T:T horses are all about endurance.

“Some clients have their foals tested as soon as it’s born,” Hill 
says. “This allows the owner to map out a plan for that individual 
horse—such as which trainer it goes to, because some trainers 
are best suited to training certain types of horses. When it’s in 
the trainer’s hands, they can make more scientifically informed 
decisions about where to place that horse.” Perhaps a T:T horse 
would outlast its peers at the famously long Belmont Stakes, but 
you wouldn’t want to waste their talent on short races.

The lab uses similar testing to determine whether a horse is 
predisposed to prefer dirt or turf, how tall a horse will be based 
on a certain protein-coding gene, and their level of inbreeding. 
Equinome has tested more than 13,000 horses, including 
hundreds of stallions with owners who opted to make their 
horse’s genetic information public on Equinome’s site.

Obviously, nurture still plays an integral role in how a horse 
turns out, from its quality of vet care to decisions made about 
its training to what it’s fed. As the saying goes, there is no such 
thing as a bad horse—only a bad rider. But maybe, with the help 
of science, there will be fewer bad breeders getting in the way of 
success, too.

Lexi Pandell is an assistant research editor at WIRED.. Pandell 
holds a master’s degree from UC Berkeley and a bachelor of arts 
degree from UC Santa Barbara. 
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C R O O N  A T 
C R O S S R O A D S

Rod Croon has had sales toppers and many yearlings that 
have fetched more than six figure prices, but after this year’s 
Australasian Classic Yearling Sale at Karaka, the 67-year-old 
will reassess his breeding future.

“For 12 years I’ve always prepared my own yearlings from my 
own property and this year was the first year I didn’t have a hands 
on approach – and quite frankly it just wasn’t the same.

“I’m hopeful for another good Sale but I like to be hands on and 
because I’ve shifted that is now not possible. I’ll reassess it all at 
the end of the Sales,” Croon said.

Croon Bloodstock Yearlings have been prepared at his former 
Clevedon property but these days Croon resides at Waiau Pa, in 
Franklin.

The Auckland Trotting Club’s current vice president, and former 
president, said he was looking forward to the February 20 Sale, 
saying it could be one of his best ever.

“We’ve got three colts and five fillies and no small fillies which is 
encouraging. Last year we prepared 11 fillies and two colts.

“It’s hard to say what will happen but I personally like the two 
colts – Lots 45 and 123.

The Croon Bloodstock draft is:

Lot 7: Lady Of Dreams - a brown filly Bettor’s Delight - Lady 
Cullen filly. Lot: 25: Attitude To Burn - a bay Bettor’s Delight - 
Legs And Lips colt. Lot 45: Big On Personality - a brown Bettor’s 
Delight - Personality Plus colt. Lot 70: Downtown Babe - a bay 
Mach Three - Uptown Attitude filly. Lot 90: Uptown Lady - an 
Art Major - Angela Jane filly. Lot 105: Illteachyoutoburn - a bay 
Bettor’s Delight - Fight Fire With Fire filly. Lot 123: Here Yee - a bay 
Bettor’s Delight - Elegant Art colt. Lot 140: Champagneandwine - 
a  bay Bettor’s Delight - Good On Top filly.

If Lot 105 can reproduce what his dam did then Croon will be 
doing cartwheels.

That now 12-year-old mare – Fight Fire With Fire (Artiscape - 
Twice As Good) fetched a record $250,000 at the 2014 Sale.

“That’s the top price we have received. She only won seven races. 
We also got $200,00 for Sir Clive (originally Its My Life) at the 2007 
Sale here in Auckland.

“He wasn’t a bad 2-year-old. He won the New Zealand Sapling 
and Kindergarten Stakes. In saying that I think the $200,000 
prices are behind us,” Croon said.

By Duane Ranger

Last year Croon Bloodstock received $125,000 for a bay 
Somebeachsomewhere - Maheer Prince filly named Feel The 
Burn. 

They also received $70,000 for Golden Years – a brown Bettor’s 
Delight - Personality Plus filly; $70,000 for A Lister, a brown 
Bettor’s Delight - Legs And Lips filly; and $60,000 for the Due, a 
bay Bettor’s delight - A New Sensation colt.

“I think we’ve got some nice horses going through again this year 
but I think the days of the Charles Robert bred big, big prices have 
been and gone,” Croon said.

Outside of breeding and racing horses Croon said he was excited 
about the multi-million dollar developments at Alexandra Park.

“In 18 months It will all come to fruition. Whether I’m still breeding 
or not is another story. It just feels so strange not having hands on 
and others preparing the babies for you,” Croon said.

Croon is a member of the New Zealand Racing Board member 
He was the owner of ECM Music (1995-2005) and Lifestyle 
Sports (1991-94) and was appointed to the Board in August 2012 
as Harness Code nominee. Croon has has served as Chairman 
of Northern Harness Racing (2008-12) and has also served as 
Chairman and Director of the New Zealand Sire Stakes Board.
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NZ Premier Sale, Christchurch, 21 February 2017

MIDFREW FARM presents...

Preparer: Trent Yesburg, Kaiapoi. Phone 027 635 0414   www.5staryearlingprep.co.nz 

Lot 182
 LUTETIA MIDFREW
 Sportswriter
 - Lucasta Midfrew

Dam half to Libertybelle
Midfrew, filly half to 
Eyre Crusher 2nd WA Derby.

Strong go-early type who 
looks a natural. 

Lot 197
 LOLLIPOP MIDFREW
 Rocknroll Hanover
 - Lucinda Midfrew

Half to Libertybelle Midfrew,
Lulli Midfrew and
Lulabelle Midfrew, dam of 
Luisanabelle Midfrew.

Athletic correct filly with 
plenty of scope.

Lot 212
 LUSCINA MIDFREW
 Art Major
 - Lulli Midfrew

First foal from tough
6 win 1.56 mare, half to
Libertybelle Midfrew.

Powerhouse with attitude, 
looks a ready-made 2yo.

Rod Croon
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N Z  Y E A R L I N G  S A L E S  A 
N U R S E R Y  F O R  A U S S I E  S T A R S

What do the following horses all have in common? Washakie, 
Alta Christiano, Terrorway, Oneover, Beaudiene Boaz, 
Libertybelle Midfrew, Flaming Flutter and Sundon’s Gift.

Answer: They were all bred in New Zealand, sold at PGG 
Wrightson’s NZ yearling sales and raced mainly in Australia.

They were sold for prices ranging from $62,000 (Beaudiene 
Boaz) to $17,500 (Libertybelle Midfrew) and averaging out around 
$35,000.

Of the eight Washakie ($1,838,473) was the richest, followed by 
Sundon’s Gift ($1,275,264) and Beaudiene Boaz ($1,218,234).

It is worth noting that Beaudiene Boaz, Flaming Flutter 
($649,795), Libertybelle Midfrew ($640,497) and Oneover 
($403,093) are all still racing and should add considerably to their 
stake tallies.

Washakie, bred by Lester Paisley’s Big Stone Lodge, Gore, was 
sold for $40,000 at the 2005 NZ Premier Sale and went on to 
win 53 races including eight at Group 1 level highlighted by four 
consecutive victories in the Treuer Memorial. He also won the 
WA Pacing Cup, Australian Pacing Championship, Queensland 
Pacing Championship and a heat of the Inter Dominion.

A Badlands Hanover gelding, he is out of Shoshoni Sunrise, by 
Ok Bye from Little Doll, by Alba Counsel from the Sly Yankee 
mare Twilighter and tracing to the foundation mare Sashwood.

Sundon’s Gift, who was bred by Franklin horseman Trevor 
Allingham, was knocked down at the 2003 Auckland sale. The 
gelding won 41 of his 86 starts – nine at Group 1 level – including 
two Inter Dominion Finals, the Australian Trotting Grand Prix four 
times and the Rowe Cup and was the first trotter to go inside 1:55 
in the southern hemisphere.

By Peter Wharton

He was a top trotter by any standard, being by the champion sire 
Sundon from Landora’s Gift, by Chiola Hanover from the grand 
Game Pride mare Landora’s Pride, whose successes included 
the Rowe Cup and Dominion Handicap in NZ and the Dullard 
Cup in Victoria and $472,842 in stakes.

Beaudiene Boaz, who raced in NZ as a two-year-old, has been 
one of Western Australia’s top performers in the last few years. 
His list of successes includes the Fremantle Cup, WA Derby, 
Golden Nugget and Golden Slipper and a third placing in the 
recent ID Grand Final.

Bred by Otautau breeder Dave Kennedy, Beaudiene Boaz is a 
five-year-old Badlands Hanover entire out of the In The Pocket 
mare Beaudiene Babe, who left earlier winners in Beaudiene 
Bad Babe 1:55.7 ($404,898) and Guns N Roses 1:52.4 ($103,445).

Flaming Flutter, bred by Australian Harvey Kaplan, was sold for 
$25,000 at the 2011 Australasian Classic Sale and has totted up 19 
victories including the South Australian Cup and Derby. He was 
also placed in two ID Grand Finals.

He is a Bettor’s Delight gelding from Twice As Hot, by In The 
Pocket from Twice As Good, by Butler B G from the Able Bye Bye 
mare Princess Nandina, and tracing to the noted taproot Miss 
Fortune.

Bred by the chairman of the NZ Standardbred Breeders 
Association John Mooney and his wife Rebecca, Libertybelle 
Midfrew was rated one of the top racemares in Australia until 
doing a suspensory and being retired to Success Stud in NSW.

The winner of 18 races in WA, the daughter of Christian Cullen’s 
list of successes include the WA Oaks, Golden Nugget, Mount 
Eden Sprint and a heat of the 2015 ID. 

Alta Christiano’s connections after winning the WA Derby in 2013

Beaudiene Boaz 2015 Derby
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Libertybelle Midfrew

Flaming Flutter (Greg Sugars) centre wins Ubet SA Cup from 
Hotasel (John Justice) out wide

She is the fifth foal and fourth winner of Lucinda Midfrew (1:56.9), 
an eight-win Live Or Die mare from Lu Baker, by Don Baker from 
Babalu, by Crockett from the Johnny Globe mare Jaronto, whose 
descendants include Luisanabelle Midfrew (NZ Breeders Stakes 
and Yearling Sales Series 3YO Final) and the WA Derby heat 
winner Eyre Crusher.

Oneover, bred by David Odlum, was a graduate of the 2013 
Karaka sale and is a five-year-old gelding by Changeover, and 
one of his first crop, from the Presidential Ball mare Presidential 
Belle 1:57.6 (8 wins), a close relative of the dual WA Pacing Cup 
winner Hard Copy.

Terrorway, a $24,000 purchase at the 2008 NZ Premier Sale, 
returned $388,309 from 18 wins and four placings in his 33-start 
career. Among his successes were the Cranbourne Cup, Blacks A 
Fake and Queensland 4&5YO Championship.

Bred by Westport horseman Rod Dickson, he is a Western Terror 
gelding out of Rejoicing, a four-win Sands A Flyin mare from 
Jubilant Poplar, by Nero’s B B from the Lumber Dream mare 
Elegant Poplar, the ancestress of Nemisis (1:48.2) and the Melton 
Plate winner Magical Telf.

The Christian Cullen horse Alta Christiano, now at Alabar 
Bloodstock’s Victorian farm, was bred by Tony and Val 
Dickinson’s Alta Breeding Company and realised $50,000 at the 
2011 Karaka sale.

The winner of the Kindergarten Stakes as a two-year-old, Alta 
Christiano won nine out of 10 on Australian soil including the WA 
Derby and Western Gateway Pace. He finished up with a stake 
tally of $309,163.

A member of the Black Watch tribe, the entire is the fifth foal of 
Right This Time, a Fake Left mare who has produced four in 2:00.

A Message from HRNZ: 
ATTENTION ALL BREEDERS

Foal Registrations due 1 June 2017

Applications to register this season’s foals were posted 
out last November to the first named owner/lessee on 
our records.
 
The fee for registration is $150 per foal if paid by 1 June 
2017. Thereafter a scale of fees applies. 
 
Please ensure your applications are lodged and paid for 
even if you don’t have all the information required on 
the form.  In this way breeders will avoid the imposition 
of higher fees. Any missing details can be provided 
when available.
 
If you have not received an application form and believe 
you should have, please contact:

Foal Registrations Phone 03 964 1200
Harness Racing 
New Zealand
P O Box 459 
Christchurch 8140 

Email cameron@hrnz.co.nz
Email  jfrench@hrnz.co.nz
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S I R  L I N C O L N 
O F F  T O  F L Y E R

Danny Boyle has been promoting standardbred stallions  for 
several decades and admits he’s never been so excited about the 
rise of Sir Lincoln.

“I’ve always been excited about his stallion prospects but the 
reports I have been receiving have been quite spooky and all 
very consistent regarding their gait and speed. No-one seems 
to have a bad word to say about him.

“It’s exciting times,” the marketing manager of Lincoln Farms 
said.

Sir Lincoln has just served his fourth crop of 200 mares and 
that’s his biggest ever. We are looking forward to the Christchurch 
Yearling Sale,” he added.

Sir Lincoln, the winner of 21 races and $663,601 – including the 
2012 Auckland Cup, will have five yearlings (three colts) lining up 
at the New Zealand Premier Sale in Christchurch on February 21 
and 22.

They are: Lot 164 - Knightsbridge, a bay Sir Lincoln - Kylemore 
Abbey colt.

Lot 247 - Linc’s Bute Girl, a bay Sir Lincoln - Phyno’s Bute filly.

Lot 416 - Glenthorne, a bay Sir Lincoln - Bowen vale colt.

Lot 457 - Mondale, a bay Sir Lincoln - Cotonou Court colt.

Lot 501 - Live On Luck, a bay Sir Lincoln - Happy Go lucky filly.

“I bred and co-own Linc’s Bute Girl with Jamie Gameson, so I 
definitely believe in them. Her brother broke in well and by all 
accounts is a really nice gaited pacer. Our filly’s dam (Phyno’s 
Bute – by Badland’s Hanover) is a full sister to Badland’s Bute.

“He was a top  racehorse, winning the prestigious Group 1 New 
Zealand Derby  and the GreatNorthern Derby,” Boyle said.

Gameson is preparing all five Sir Lincoln yearlings for the 
February Sale. Here’s what he had to say about them:

“All five are very correct, athletic geldings with great manners,” 
he said.

Boyle said he had received nothing but praise from other 
horsemen who had ‘Sir Lincolns’.

“Bunty Hughes was delighted with the way Aramis went in the 
Young Guns 2yo heat at Alexandra Park on December 16. He said 
he was going real well and was delighted with the run on what 
was a limited prep.

“Bunty said he had a great attitude, a nice gait, and high speed. 
He’s turned him out for a spell and will make a nice late 2-year-
old or early 3-year-old,” Boyle said.

By Duane Ranger

Maurice McKendry drove Aramis (out of the Live Or Die or Die 
mare, Ca Cest Lamore) that day and had the following to say 
about the Sir Lincoln’s he has driven:

“I’ve driven three other Sir Lincolns as well and have found that 
all four have genuine speed. I like them a lot.”

Boyle said he had also received good reports from Cran Dalgety, 
Laurence Hanrahan, and Ray Green. The latter said:

“All of our Sir Lincolns have a nice gait and good speed. I’d expect 
four of mine to win as 2-year-olds.”

Perhaps the biggest plaudit came from Burnham horseman 
Bruce Negus, who has three Sir Lincolns.

“I like all three of my Sir Lincolns. He said John The Plumber, 
who made  his race debut against the older horses at Washdyke 
on January 18, raced right up to his expectations with a top run to 
finish second in a tick over 2 minutes on a slushy track”.

Here is what other trainers had to say about their Sir Lincoln 
stock;

Matt Bowden (well regarded and experienced breaker of 
youngsters): “The Sir Lincoln colt out of a Falcon Seelster mare 
would be the best horse I have broken in for a long time.”

Cran Dalgety “ My Sir Lincoln has done everything I’ve asked of 
him, He has real speed and a great nature.”

One of New Zealand’s main educators of young horses Robert 
Anderson: “I have broken seven Sir Lincoln’s in and would rate six 
of then A-plus and the seventh was also a nice pacer.”

Lincoln Farms paid $35,000 for a Sir Lincoln weanling and 
$50,000 for Sir Lincoln yearling at last year’s Sales.

“We are confident with the way he has been supported this 
season serving over 200 mares there will be good support for his 
yearlings at the sales.” Boyle said.
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T H E  V A L U E 
O f  G O O D  K I W I 
B L O O D

The answers to the Interdominion (ID) quiz question set out on 
page 4 are shown below.

They reveal a rich vein of NZ bloodlines going back over the 
past one hundred years in terms of the foundation mare 
Fashion Queen plus seven decades in terms of the mare crucial 
to the answers to the quiz question.

FASHION QUEEN (1917) NZ family (N69), Bell Fashion from a 
Young McKinney mare, whose fillies included Cutty Sark and 
her male progeny ‘Dundee Sandy‘, winner of  feature NZ paces 
including the Ollivier FFA and ‘Lighterman Tom’ who died at age 
41 in 1987 (dam sire of  Waitaki Gamble) and the fifth dam of our 
ID contender.

Working backwards from the fourth clue to ascertain the 2016 ID 
contender :

The winner of the 2004 edition of the Hunter Cup at Moonee 
Valley was MISTER DG (1997 Camtastic), won 20 races (14 
NZ/6 AUS), $795,749, 1:55.9 (Cambridge Classic,  SBS/Heller 
FFA, Hunter Cup, Hannon Memorial, Nobilio, ID’s [two heats, 
Consolation], Waikato Flying Mile).

The New Zealand Cup winner at Addington in 1992 whose 
fourth dam is also the fifth dam of our 2016 ID contender was 
none other than champion mare BLOSSOM LADY (1984 Farm 
Timer/Lumber Lady), 36 NZ/7 AUS wins, 1:56.0, $1,334,808, 
first female millionaire, NZ‘s fifth in total and among first ten 
overall in Australasia. Of her 22 Group race wins, her six NZ 
Group One’s were all at Addington (NZ Cup/FFA, Easter Cup, 
three NZ Standardbred Breeders Stakes) with a further two at 
Moonee Valley (two Hunter Cups). Other Group race wins were 
three Premier Mares Championships, Alan Matson (Monsanto) 
FFA), Hannon Memorial (twice), Ashburton Flying Stakes, six 
Interdominion heats, Interdominion Consolation. She held five 
national records for a mare (also overall national record for 2600m 
stand); NZ Harness Horse of Year, inducted into the NZ and 
Addington Harness Halls of Fame.

The ID Pacing Grand Final winner whose dam is the fifth dam 
of our 2016 ID contender was ROBIN DUNDEE (1957 Hal Tryax/
Cherry Blossom), winner in NZ, Australia and USA, $229,272, 
1:59.0.  She shared the winning spoils at Forbury Park’s only 
Interdominions in 1965 with Sir Roy McKenzie’s Jay Ar and won 
the inaugural Miracle Mile at Harold Park in 1967 establishing a 
new Harold Park and Australian mare’s record of 1:59.0 -  the first 
time two minutes had been beaten in a race in Australia. 

Other major victories included NZ Oaks, NZFFA, four ID heats/
second 1966 final, Auckland Cup; seconds in three NZ Cups (to 
Cardigan Bay 1963; Garry Dillon 1965; Lordship 1966), Hunter 
Cup (to Minuteman), Easter Cup (twice) and to Cardigan Bay 
at Freehold Raceway in September 1968 when Cardigan Bay 
became a millionaire; NZ Hall of Fame inductee. Her successful 
progeny included Genghis Khan (Meadow Skipper), $983,467, 
Meadowlands Pace finalist, winner of Governor Driscoll - open 
pace, world record 1:51.4US (previously Niatross 1:52.1US), winning 
last nine career starts in sub 1:55 miles in 1982; sire in NZ (27 
winners) and Australia (200) including Khans Thunder, Mighty 
Khan, Sogo, Warrior Khan .

Robin Dundee’s dam, Blossom Lady’s fourth dam and fifth dam 
of our 2016 ID contender was CHERRY BLOSSOM (1947 Dillon 
Hall/Cutty Sark). Her other progeny included Blossom Song, 
branch leading to Blossom Lady, Mister DG, Seelster Blue Jeans; 
Donald Dundee, USA winner, Riccarton/Forbury 3yo Stakes; 
Dundee, juvenile winner, open class features in NZ and Harold 
Park invitational and Adamae, fourth dam of our ID contender 
whose Sly Yankee filly Yankee Ada was third and final dam bred 
in NZ of our 2016 ID contender. The dam (Sheer Finesse, dam of 
four winners) and grand dam (Sheer Lace, dam of six winners 
including Country Duke) of our 2016 ID contender were successful 
winning products of Australian breeding. 

Accordingly, the 2016 ID contender we were looking for was 
undefeated heat winner (three heats) and ID runner up 
HECTORJAYJAY (Dream Away/Sheer Finesse by Torado Hanover), 
record of 36 victories from 70 starts, $837,184, 1:50.5 following 
conclusion of Interdominions. Oh so close to being the second 
Interdominion Pacing Grand Final winner from the Fashion 
Queen family.

Hectorjayjay’s significant wins to date include Australasian 
Breeders Crown - 4h, Len Smith Mile, three 2016 ID heats/
second in Grand Final, Mildura Cup, VIC 4/5yo Championship 
and Queensland Sprint for trainer David Aitken who came within 
a whisker (half neck) of training back to back Interdominion 
champions at Gloucester Park (2015 Lennytheshark).

By Peter Craig
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C O U R A G E 
P L A Y S  O N

On Thursday January 12 around lunch time, Shannon Luff, her 
brother Darren and her Mum Joanne Burrows set off back to 
their home town of Westport to compete in the annual Buller 
A&P Show.

Towed along in the float behind were two very different retired 
racehorses. The cargo on board was worth $294,577 and one of 
those horses could claim a $290,966 share out of that.

19-year-old Play On (Rata) was of course the highest earner but 
although his paddock mate Courage Du Fair (Mario) only won 
$3,611 of the pairs combined earnings, he is now making up the 
difference in the show ring. 

The seven-year-old by Courage Under Fire out of Plat Du Fair 
had 11 starts for just the one win. Once he was finished racing 
Luff bought him from Michelle Morrison’s Standarbred Rehoming 
business. 

Into just his second season of showing Mario has now picked up 
three champion ribbons from various shows. 

Rata on the other hand is more of a seasoned campaigner, both 
on the track and off the track. After winning 14 races from 98 
starts and placing a total of 20 times he is continuing to do his 
connections proud. 

Into his fifth year of showing now he has picked up seven reserve 
champion ribbons but is yet to pick up a champion ribbon inhand, 
instead leaving that to his new paddock mate. 

Although he may not be beating them all in the show ring, he 
definitely had his time on the track. Trained by Peter Lamb for 
the majority of his starts and by Burrows for his last few, Play 
On competed in many major trotting races in New Zealand, 
including the Group 3 D G Jones Memorial/Banks Peninsular 
Trotting Cup which he won in 2006. 

Although Luff enjoys the inhand showing she also has 
aspirations to compete Mario in ridden shows at the end of 2017.

Rata has already had his turn at this and although he didn’t really 
appreciate the new lifestyle he managed to pick up Champion 
Ridden Standardbred in his second show and was duly retired 
straight afterwards. 

“I tried to ride him but he thought he was back at the races and 
wouldn’t stand still,” Luff said.

Those traits carried on when the horses stayed at the Westport 
Racetrack whilst they were there to compete in the A&P show. 

“Rata was so funny, he spent the whole time with his head over 
the fence with his ears pricked watching the track. He thought he 
was back racing,” Luff said.

Preparation began before the show with both of the horses being 
measured.

“We took the horses round the track and down to the main stable 
bit to be measured and I had several people ask me what Mario 
was and they were surprised he was a Standardbred. They said 
he was beautiful.”

With some newly found confidence, the morning of the show 
expectations were high and the preparation began.

“Me, Mum and Chook (Luff’s Aunty – Karen O’Dea) got 
everything ready on the morning of the show. Grandma and 
Grandad made a picnic and we had lunch in the middle of the 
track at the show. It was a nice little country show with friendly 
people.”

But the results were certainly the highlight for Luff and Burrows 
who led her old mate Play On around the ring.

Mario  ended up receiving first in best presented, first in gelding, 
first in paced and third in mannered and then he picked up the 
Champion ribbon.

Rata also did a stellar job, making it a family quinella in the 
presented class by picking up the second place ribbon, third in 
gelding, third in paced and first in mannered. 

O’Dea also took a 24-year-old gelding Rich Jem who picked up 
fourth in presented and decided to pace instead of trot.

Rich Jem had 32 starts for two wins and 11 placings back in his 
day for trainer Tony Thomas of Reefton. 

The class that they competed in consisted of seven horses with 
just their three Standardbreds which made the victory even 
sweeter, beating home other breeds for the wide ribbon.

“Mum is a big part of the horses success, coming to all the 
shows, looking after them day to day, helping in the ring when I 
have to horses in. She loves it just as much as me,” Luff said.

The trip back to their home town certainly paid off for Luff and 
Burrows and it surely won’t be the last time we see Courage Du 
Fair picking up the wide ribbon. And there’s still hope for wee Play 
On too.

By Hayley Clarke
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A S S E R T I N G  H I S 
M U S C L E !

Stallions Australasia director Peter O’Rourke can hardly contain 
his excitement at seeing the first commercial New Zealand crop 
of Muscle Hill two year olds step out on to the track.

The champion deemed to be the trotter of his generation was 
untouchable on the track, winning his 20 races by a combined 80 
lengths and never once having the ear plugs pulled.

This domination has carried on into the sire’s ranks where in 
America and Europe, the son of Muscles Yankee has had an 
immediate impact.

From four crops of racing age Muscle Hill is the sire of:

• Hambletonian winner (and now stallion) 
 TRIXTON 3,1:50.6 ($947,057)
• World Champion ARIANA G 2, 1:51.8 ($743,967)
• Triple Crown winner MARION MARAUDER 3, 1:51.6  
 ($1,766,518) 
• Breeders Crown Winner BAR HOPPING 3, 1:51.8  
 ($1,292,433)
• World Champion and fastest two-year-old trotter of all  
 time MISSION BRIEF 3, 1:50.4F ($1,599,587)
• Stakes winners RESOLVE 5, 1:50.4M ($2,256,678) 
• 2015 Peter Haughton winner SOUTHWIND FRANK 3,  
 1:52.2M ($1,950,887)
• CANEPA HANOVER 3,1:51.2 ($320,239)
• MUSCLE NETWORK 2,1:53.4 ($335,894)
• SOUTHWIND SPIRIT 2,1:54.2 ($377,495),
• EL TITAN 2,1:53.8($594,526) 
• MUSCLE DIAMOND 3, 1:53.4F ($611,699)

After small crops of 2 (2011), 3 (2012) and 1 (2013) this year will see 
a crop of 21 potentially at the trials.

While juvenile trotters in this country are a rare breed, three from 
the first crop have already been sighted, all from the Dickie barn 
including the recent qualifier, Star of Olyessa.

“With the 21 foals he has in this crop, it will give him an 
opportunity to show his best. Because he has dominated crops 
in North America and in Sweden. In North America he was 
introduced as the books became limited to 140 so he’s never had 
huge crops over there making what he has achieved all the more 
incredible.

“In Sweden he was the first outside stallion ever to lead the 3 
year old sires ranks and last year finished second in sires from all 
ages. And that was with frozen semen with a relatively limited 
crop!”, said O’Rourke.

Muscle Hill has already tasted success in New Zealand with the 
smart Gunners Coin having already mixed it with the best at two 
and winning a race at three before injury curtailed his season.

Hustle Hill has also cracked maidens for the Williamson barn 
with the ex-Tim Butt trained Menewa having won his first start 
out of the Brent Lilley barn in Australia also.

By Brad Reid

With 3 winners and 4 qualifiers from a crop of 6, and the stallion’s 
explosive introduction to the worlds trotting ranks as a sire, few 
will be doubting Muscle Hill’s ability to impact the New Zealand 
market.

“Last season we served 38 but I’m not sure we are going to be 
able to get any increase, if anything we will likely see a decrease 
in that volume given his popularity around the globe. “

While Trotting breeders in this corner of the world may initially 
baulk at the service fee of $12,000+ GST, that actually represents 
great value comparatively with his fee on the global stage.

“In North America, last season his price was only on application. 
It was however around the $25,000 to $30,000 mark and the 
same in Europe also.”

“The Dickies have expressed they are very happy with their 
Muscle Hill progeny but across the board the indication is that 
they have so much more speed than what most of our trainers 
are used too from juvenile trotters. I think his reputation overseas 
will show he is injecting that X factor into the breed”.

Muscle Hill only has the three yearlings in at this year’s yearling 
sales, and has already tasted success with Girls on Film last year 
selling for $120,000 on account of Breckon Farms.

Muscle Hill led all sires at the 2016 Lexington Selected Sale in 
gross with $5,948,000 from 52 yearlings, an average of $114,385 
where he was the leading trotting sire.

At the 2016 Harrisburg Sale Muscle Hill yearlings averaged 
$112,014 from 21 yearlings where he was again the leading trotting 
sire!

Muscle Hill on the track:

At age 2
• $700,000 Breeders Crown elim. & Final
• (WORLD RECORD - 1:53.3)
• $500,000 Peter Haughton elim. & Final
• $175,000 NJSS Final
• $98,000 Bluegrass div.
• $84,400 International Stallion Stake div.

At age 3
• $1.5M Hambletonian elim. & Final
• (1:50.1 - THE FASTEST EVER!)
• $1M Canadian Trotting Classic elim. & Final
• $540,000 World Trotting Derby Final
• $384,000 Kentucky Futurity elim. & Final
• $200,000 American National Final
• $185,250 Stanley Dancer
• Multiple NJSS div. winner
• $617,880 Breeders Crown

�

�

tr3,1:50.8  $2,119,958
Windsong’s Legacy - Aerobics - Muscles Yankee

tr3, 1:50.2  $3,318,682
Muscles Yankee - Yankee Blondie - American Winner

Looking at Trotting Yearlings?
Check out the progeny of Stallions Australasia sires:

The sire of half million dollar 2 and 3 year olds.

Non Stick f t3 $549,235 and Dog Gone Lucky c t2 
$531,587 and a great sire of fillies and mares with seven 
of his ten richest progeny being females.

Also record-setting Hambletonian Oaks Heat winner 
Lock Down Lindy 1:51.8.

LUCKY CHUCKY

MUSCLE HILL

The most sought after trotting sire in the world today. 
He has re written the record books  for Yearling Sale 
averages in North America, has 5 millionaire progeny 
from 4 crops of racing age and has established a new 
seasonal progeny earnings record in 2016 with his 
oldest crop only 5 year olds.

WISHING STONE
tr, 1:51.4 $2,361,099
Conway Hall - Meadowbranch Magic - Valley Victory

Still the leading son of the great Conway Hall, the sire 
of the winners of over $80 million world wide.
Wishing Stone won Group 1 races in Europe, was an 
outstanding 2 and 3 year old in North America and 
came back from Europe to set two world race records 
over half and five eights tracks as an older trotter.

Wishing Stone’s first Northern Hemisphere crop will 
race as two year olds in 2017.

www.stallionsaustralasia.com   … and also follow us on Facebook 

�

Lots 13, 198, 296

Lots 32 & 464

For all enquiries please contact: Peter O’Rourke
Phone: 03 3326410  Mobile: 021 346401  Email: pjorourke13@gmail.com    
PO Box 9361 Tower Junction, Christchurch 8149

Lots 15, 37, 202, 377, 441
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GLENBROOK PARK
presents its stars

Contact - 
Graeme Mee (03) 489-6562 (Preparer)

LOT 414 - MOVING RIGHT ALONG
Powerfully Built Filly

Full brother to  Sir Major Stride, Half brother to Ohoka’s Bondy, Dancing Diamonds, Code Red, 
Elderberry Stride - Closely Related to Rock Diamond (Unbeaten 6 wins)

1st Foal from Bettor Move It who won over $150,000                     
Related to Secret’s Out    1.52         
Uncle Ben           1.50
Major Ben           1.53
                                                 

Full Brother to Major Ben   1.53 (2nd Harness Jewels)
Half Brother to Uncle Ben  1.50

LOT 401
BRANTLEY

Stunning Colt

LOT 434 - SPOT ON
Standout Colt

January 2017.indd   19 09-Jan-17   3:36:38 PM

Lot 176 - KD Lobell
Andover Hall (USA)/Kazzle Dazzle - Colt

Lot 464 - Phoebe Onyx
Wishing Stone (USA)/Duchess Of Phoebe - Colt

Lot 417a  - Phoebe Amore
Repeat Love (FR)/Phoebe Revival - Filly

PHOEBE STANDARDBREDS

   Contact: Grant Beckett
Phone: 021 160 1080 or 03 319 8622

Email: grantanddi@amuri.net
Website: www.phoebestud.co.nz

         Punching above our weight!!

Lot 160 - I Said So
Well Said (USA)/Kamwood Smarty - Colt

Quite A Moment (2 Group 1’s, 16 wins to
date)
Duke Of The Moment (23 wins to date)
Moment Of Love (2 wins)
KD Muscles (12 wins to date)
KD Hall (10 wins to date)
Twice As Much (6wins to date)

From limited breedings already 115 wins and the breeders of:
Phoebe Revival (9wins)
Phoebe Sunset (12wins)
Phoebe Gladiator (7 wins)
The Male Model (2 wins at 3 to date)
Hot Chocolate Tart (8 wins to date)
Smart By Design (4 wins to date )
Navajo Art (1 win to date)

Lot 176  Is this the best trotting colt in the sale???
You be the judge....he’ll take some beating!!!

Lot 417a  A stunning filly from a “game” 9 win
mare, by an absolute Champion “fillies” sire!!!

Lot 464  Look At Me!! A wonderful bodied colt by a
sire that should “go early”, 1st foal from mare

looks likely to race at 2!!

Lot 160  Only a Baby, a January 2nd foal who’s 3yr
old full brother will race next time in!!!

Preparer:
Gael Murray
Phone: 03 325 2044
or 027 237 9884



GLENBROOK PARK
presents its stars

Contact - 
Graeme Mee (03) 489-6562 (Preparer)

LOT 414 - MOVING RIGHT ALONG
Powerfully Built Filly

Full brother to  Sir Major Stride, Half brother to Ohoka’s Bondy, Dancing Diamonds, Code Red, 
Elderberry Stride - Closely Related to Rock Diamond (Unbeaten 6 wins)

1st Foal from Bettor Move It who won over $150,000                     
Related to Secret’s Out    1.52         
Uncle Ben           1.50
Major Ben           1.53
                                                 

Full Brother to Major Ben   1.53 (2nd Harness Jewels)
Half Brother to Uncle Ben  1.50

LOT 401
BRANTLEY

Stunning Colt

LOT 434 - SPOT ON
Standout Colt
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Lot 176 - KD Lobell
Andover Hall (USA)/Kazzle Dazzle - Colt

Lot 464 - Phoebe Onyx
Wishing Stone (USA)/Duchess Of Phoebe - Colt

Lot 417a  - Phoebe Amore
Repeat Love (FR)/Phoebe Revival - Filly

PHOEBE STANDARDBREDS

   Contact: Grant Beckett
Phone: 021 160 1080 or 03 319 8622

Email: grantanddi@amuri.net
Website: www.phoebestud.co.nz

         Punching above our weight!!

Lot 160 - I Said So
Well Said (USA)/Kamwood Smarty - Colt

Quite A Moment (2 Group 1’s, 16 wins to
date)
Duke Of The Moment (23 wins to date)
Moment Of Love (2 wins)
KD Muscles (12 wins to date)
KD Hall (10 wins to date)
Twice As Much (6wins to date)

From limited breedings already 115 wins and the breeders of:
Phoebe Revival (9wins)
Phoebe Sunset (12wins)
Phoebe Gladiator (7 wins)
The Male Model (2 wins at 3 to date)
Hot Chocolate Tart (8 wins to date)
Smart By Design (4 wins to date )
Navajo Art (1 win to date)

Lot 176  Is this the best trotting colt in the sale???
You be the judge....he’ll take some beating!!!

Lot 417a  A stunning filly from a “game” 9 win
mare, by an absolute Champion “fillies” sire!!!

Lot 464  Look At Me!! A wonderful bodied colt by a
sire that should “go early”, 1st foal from mare

looks likely to race at 2!!

Lot 160  Only a Baby, a January 2nd foal who’s 3yr
old full brother will race next time in!!!

Preparer:
Gael Murray
Phone: 03 325 2044
or 027 237 9884



Lot 179  TRICK OF THE LIGHT
Handsome bay colt

by Art Official out of
Light Of The South

His damline
traces back to

legendary mare
Romola Hanover,

which is also
the fourth dam

of Art Major.

See https://b4breeding.com/2016/04/20/part-3-romola-hanovers-legacy-down-under/
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B A C H E L O R  H A N O V E R 
–  T H E  L E G A C Y  O F  A 
P E R F E C T  M A T C H 

Bachelor Hanover’s bloodlines bring together the powerful 
genetic families of his sire Nibble Hanover and his dam The Old 
Maid (a daughter of Spinster).  

How lucky we were to get Bachelor Hanover in New Zealand! 
The son of The Old Maid and half-brother to Dancer Hanover (a 
star racehorse and sire in North American and damsire of both 
Albatross and Rodine Hanover), Bachelor Hanover has been a 
great contributor to our “down under” bloodlines. His presence 
in pedigrees gives us a link back to one of the finest and most 
influential modern maternal families – Spinster, a daughter of 
Spencer and the Belwin mare Minnetonka. Spinster’s legacy 
includes another sire so influential in NZ pedigrees, her son Light 
Brigade (by Volomite).  Another daughter, Lady Scotland, has left 
her own legacy through the broodmare Breath O Spring. 

Spinster and her offspring, both daughters and sons, are one of 
those clusters of quality like Adora, Golden Miss, Romola Hal 
and many of their daughters, and the trotting family of Goddess 
Hanover, who have added something extra to our breeding 
lines well over and above what could be expected from good 
individuals.

Bachelor Hanover’s sire Nibble Hanover appears in many of the 
most significant pedigrees of the post war era, and not just as a 
hanger-on.  Just some of the key pedigrees he features in (often 
with Lydia Knight and through their potent son Knight Dream) 
are Artsplace, Abercrombie, Bret Hanover and Most Happy Fella. 
Nibble Hanover’s maternal line (U12) also has very good trotting 
branches including Tuft and Speedster.

Even now, thumbing through the 2017 yearling sales catalogue, 
the name of Bachelor Hanover and more so his siring son 
Noodlum (who has The Old Maid’s half-brother Light Brigade as 
his grandamsire) still make it into a few pedigrees in the fourth 
generation.  This includes yearlings from the quality families 
of Burgundy Lass, Bionic Star and Supreme Adios, (Shes) 
Reasonable, and Zenover, as well as descendants from the 
trotter In The Pink (dam of Enthuse). A list of some lots with a 
Bachelor Hanover influence is included at the end of this article.

Bachelor Hanover was born in 1953 and stood in New Zealand 
50 years ago – an import from America after a very successful 
racing career but a slow start to breeding.  He was a very good 
racehorse – amongst many other achievements he was 2nd 
in the first American Messenger Stakes ever run, the 1956 
Messenger, with Stanley Dancer in the sulky.

By Bee Pears

He stood light stud duty at the North American Symphony 
Acres Stud Farm and was purchased by Jim Dalgety at that 
establishment’s dispersal sale in 1964. 

Jim Dalgety remembered the horse fondly.

“We stood him for $2000 and that was the most we ever spent. 
The $16,000 today for some of these stallions is ridiculous.  

Bachelor Hanover was influenced through the deeds of Light 
Brigade you see and it’s been a strong old breed in America 
for years and a strong family, he was a very nice horse and a 
pleasure to do anything with. He was also the first two-year-old 
in history to win $100,000.

He was such a brilliant two-year-old, and to win a hundred 
thousand in those days was huge.”

Breeder Bee Pears is familiar with Bachelor Hanover through the 
mare Zenover (Bachelor Hanover x Zenith) who has spawned a 
wide and deep family in New Zealand of both trotters and pacers.  
Zenover was 3×4 to Spinster through Bachelor Hanover and also 
her grandamsire, Light Brigade. Her offspring included Harvey’s 
Sister, Interchange, Motoring Magic and Went Overboard. 

Ironically, the very successful pacing branch Bee Pears breeds 
from began with a trotting bred daughter of Zenover called Now 
And Zen (by Chiola Hanover). 

“I believe Now And Zen is still alive and well at Geoffrey and Aria 
Small’s property, as a 29yo,” Bee says. “Her daughter Zenola 
Star is the dam of Zenterfold, the mare I share with the Smalls 
and the dam of Tintin In America ($906,422 and now standing at 
Nevele R.”

Bee also breeds from Zenterfold’s daughter The Blue Lotus.  
“She’s a Grinfromeartoear mare who had plenty of ability, and 
her sire brings in more of the Spinster family.”  With that as a 
strong base, Bee has gone to A Rocknroll Dance to add some 
more speed, and the result is Lot 81, the well named filly The Blue 
Beat.

“When I went into a deal to breed Zenterfold with Aria and Geoff 
Small I recall Aria said: “The family likes The Old Maid and 
Spinster”. That was the only tip I got, but it has served me well. 
The Spinster family crops up in many good siring and maternal 
lines, so thanks to Bachelor Hanover I can often get a double 
dose of that quality family or another family or sire that clicks well 
with it, into my match ups.”
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Bachelor Hanover died in 1975 but he had made a great 
contribution to our breed – the online Addington Raceway 
Timeline has a lovely summary of his career and contribution.

SALE OF THE STARS 2017 – some of the lots with Bachelor 
Hanover or Noodlum influence:

Zenover family – Lots 74, 77, 81, 316, 373
Burgundy Lass/Coburg family  - Lots 5, 24, 66, 216, 332, 368, 445
Plus Lots 94, 174, 190, 283, 321, 349, 371, 427, 470, 510, 512.
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P R E N T I C E  H A S  A 
P E N C H A N T  F O R 
K I W I  S T O C K

Young Western Australian professional Justin Prentice is a 
devout advocate of New Zealand bred stock.

Because horses he has purchased at the NZ yearling sales 
in the past five years have given him some of his greatest 
moments in the sport.

Major Reality (Art Major-Reality Check) and Quite A Delight 
(Bettor’s Delight-Cullen’s Creation), two fillies he selected at the 
NZ Premier Sale in Christchurch in 2013, filled the quinella in the 
2015 Group 1 $150,000 WA Oaks at Gloucester Park.

While The Parade (Real Desire-Hearty Lass), another Premier 
Sale purchase, and Major Reality ran 1-2 in the two big feature 
races for mares at the recent Inter Dominion Championships.

Major Reality edged out her stablemate The Parade in the Group 
2 $50,000 Norm’s Daughter Classic, while The Parade squared 
the ledger in the Group 1 $125,000 Mares’ Classic on the final 
night of the Carnival.

“Winning a Group 1 in front of a big crowd definitely gave me one 
of my biggest thrills,” Prentice said.

Major Reality, who realised $31,000 as a yearling, has earned 
$336,236 from 17 wins and eight placings in 30 starts, while The 
Parade, who was bought privately after being passed in on sale 
day, has banked $392,999 from 21 wins and 15 placings from 53 
starts.

“I liked her breeding and had her checked over and bought her 
after the sale,” Prentice said.

Quite A Delight, who changed hands for $30,000 at the Premier 
Sale, has won nine of her 26 outings so far for $112,189.

A pair of promising Bettor’s Delight three-year-olds in Im Stylish 
(ex It’s My Style) and Bravo Tex (ex Star Gate), who realised 
$37,000 and $35,000 respectively at the 2015 NZ Premier, are 
both ‘paying their way’, according to Prentice
The former took out the Western Crown Classic and finished a 
close fourth in the Group 1 Diamond Classic, while the latter won 
in 1:58 at Bunbury and ran fifth in the Pearl.

Prentice, who has 30 in work at Boyanup, 190 kilometres south 
of Perth, does plenty of homework before making the trek across 
the Tasman.

“I do all the work on the breeding before I go. I have certain 
crosses that I try and stick with,” he said.

By Peter Wharton

“Over the years I have had a fairly big array of horses that I have 
looked at.  I go over a week before the sales and look at the 
horses at the farms and on sale day I check on the ones that I 
like.

“I look at their conformation at the farms and go home and record 
my comments and give each of them a mark.  

“I usually have between 10 and 20 to look at on sale day.”

Prentice said he bought six yearlings at last year’s sales in 
Christchurch and Auckland.

“They’re all working up now and a few aren’t too far away from 

Justin Prentice
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You’ll Love these Trotters

• From Rondo: 9-win half-sister to
 Allegro Agitato and Skyvalley.

• This Love You colt has the family to make
 a stud sire.

An athletic filly from top racing 
and breeding family

Lot 114   The Future

Contact: Ross MacKay, Leanach Lodge, Cambridge. Ph 027 532 6224

The only Love You yearling 
colt outside Europe

Lot 69   You Really Got Me

• A half-sister to Everybody Knows,
 1.58.1 MR (1950m).

• From Cabaletta: Speedy half-sister to 
Allegro Agitato and Skyvalley.

Lot 442   |   Rumours 
(Mach Three – Citybabe)

• Second live foal out of a Falcon Seelster mare
• Dam ½ brother to Belkmyster (11 wins, $124,958)
• Well worth your time and inspecting.

Be sure to check out these two classy
Colts by Super Sire, MACH THREE!

Phone:  Stephen & Carol Baucke on 027 511 3946 for inspections.

Lot 232   |   Macmyster 
(Mach Three – Operative Asset)

• Dam a half sister to Happy Asset and Mighty Khan
• Full brother to Belkmyster (11 wins, $124,958)
• Nice athletic looking yearling.

Lot 429 | Pollyantics
 (Auckland Reactor - Carnival Banner)
 Out of an unraced full sister 

to NZ Cup winner Mainland 
Banner.

 Dam is also half to Titan 
Banner.

 From 1 foal of racing age 
already left race starter

 My Blue Heaven (4 starts
 – 2 fourths).

Pollyantics is truly exquisite.

She is beautifully bred, tall, athletic 
and her nature is second to none. 
A must see!

Contact Anna Laxton on 027 303 2111 for more details.

LOT 184
Bay Colt

BETTATHANIDEAL

LOT 456
Bay Colt

DAZZLE ME

LOT 512
Bay Filly

SNEAK A PEEK
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B R E E D I N G 
B A S I C S : 
S E L E C T I N G  A 
S T A L L I O N

Reproduced with permission of USTA from December 2016 
Hoofbeats magazine. Hoofbeats is available for subscription (print 
and digital) for US$90 airmail to NZ at www.ustrotting.com

Breeding Standardbred racehorses is both an art and a science. 
This article is part of a series for those who aren’t breeding at 
the commercial level, but would like to optimize the success 
of their breeding product either in the sales ring or on the 
racetrack.

This month’s topic is about finding the best stallion mating 
for your mare. We asked breeders and pedigree experts with 
experience at this level what they thought were the most 
important factors in determining the mating that will produce a 
healthy and marketable foal.

Interviewed were Michael Andrew, owner of Three Crow Farm 
in Gorham, Maine; owner and breeder Jim Avritt Sr. of Lebanon, 
Ky.; Bruce Brinkerhoff, USTA pedigree expert formerly affiliated 
with the Kentucky Standardbred Sales Co.; and Richard Arnold, 
president of Willow Oak Ranch in Tennessee and Montana.

They agreed that among the most important factors to be 
considered are conformation, pedigree and marketability.    

Conformation – Complement Physical Characteristics

Andrew, who said breeding is a game of probabilities, suggested 
choosing a stallion whose conformation and temperament 
complements the mare – perhaps to give size or length or correct 
a conformational weakness.

A physical evaluation is part of the process, according to 
Brinkerhoff. It will include information on the mare and her 
produce and family, and their tendencies. It should be done on as 
many other relatives as possible.

“This information will guide you as to what attributes to look for in 
a stallion,” Brinkerhoff said. “Match her strengths to the stallion’s 
and don’t duplicate physical faults.

“Conformation evaluation of prospective stallions and their 
offspring is crucial to complete this part of decision-making; 
however, there are instances when animals don’t reproduce their 
characteristics--but those common to the family--thus in-depth 
knowledge is essential.”

By Marvin Pave

Avritt’s advice is simple.

“Do not breed to a stallion with faults similar to those of the 
mare,” he said.

Pedigree – Find the Family Ties

Andrew said his first priority is “to find the best mares I can afford 
or raise myself. I seek mares out of great producers – dams with 
over 70 percent winners and with speed deep into the pedigree.”

Another priority is to have the mare bring back some of the genes 
of the stallion’s dam.

“This is an old breeding principle that appears to have merit,” 
said Andrew, whose article, “Elite Mare Theory,” appeared 
in the November 2015 issue of Hoof Beats. [This article was 
reproduced in February 2016 Breeding Matters.] “I particularly like 
to concentrate the genes of great mares.”

Andrew also seeks to avoid crosses that appear not to work from 
previous similar matings with that stallion, while Avritt noted 
that some stallions “nick” (i.e. are more successful) when bred to 
mares by certain stallions. He cites the example of Kadabra, who 
was more successful when bred to mares by Balanced Image 
than mares by any other stallion.

Knowledge of pedigree evaluation and pedigree theory are 
essential, Brinkerhoff said. He said the USTA’s four-generation, 
catalog-style pedigree will help in identifying top animals within 
the first four generations. If a pattern or affinity with a certain sire 
line develops within the family, it is worth considering duplicating 
that pattern.

Brinkerhoff also said that another useful pedigree research 
tool is the USTA’s Standarbred Roster of Stallions, or STARS 
(stars.ustrotting.com), an online listing of featured stallions that 
contains current performance information on their offspring 
from the USTA database. For even more in-depth statistics, he 
recommends the USTA’s Crosses of Gold (pathway.ustrotting.
com). He said it is useful to identify compatibilities between 
stallions from one sire line with mares of another sire line, 
commonly referred to as “nicking.” Nicking theory is based on 
copying the mating of a successful horse to produce another 
successful horse.



BREEDING MATTERS

Pedigree theory includes three basic crosses to be considered: 
inbreeding, outcrossing and linebreeding. Each have their 
advantages and disadvantages, Brinkerhoff said.

Inbreeding is mating two closely related individuals - generally 
with a common ancestor within the first three generations (3x3 
or closer). While this approach can reinforce positive traits, it also 
can identify and magnify negative traits.

An example of inbreeding is 2016 Triple Crown winner Marion 
Marauder. He has Valley Victory twice in the third generation.His 
paternal grandsire, Muscles Yankee, and maternal grandsire, 
Donerail, are both by Valley Victory.

Outcrossing is mating two unrelated individuals - generally 
with no common ancestor within the first five generations. This 
approach results in hybrid vigor and can produce a superior 
animal; however, out-crossed individuals generally don’t breed 
as “true” as linebred ones.

Linebreeding is mating individuals with a common ancestor 
more remotely related than inbreeding - generally duplicating 
crosses in generations three through five (between 3x4 and 5x5). 
The key to linebreeding is identifying superior animals and using 
them in duplications.

Meadow Skipper is a horse that has had a tremendous influence 
on pacing pedigrees. An example of duplicating Meadow Skipper 
is Idyllic Beach. She has 12 crosses of Meadow Skipper, closest in 
the fifth generation (eight crosses in the sixth generation).

“I recommend duplicating superior crosses in a pedigree,” 
Brinkerhoff said, pointing out the cross of Valley Victory on 

Speedy Crown mares. The full sisters Ariana G and All The Time 
are bred on this cross. Their paternal grandsire outcrossing is 
Muscles Yankee and maternal great-great grandsire Victory 
Dream are both by Valley Victory from Speedy Crown mares. 
These fillies also have nine crosses of Speedy Crown, closest in 
the fourth generation; five crosses of Speedy Somolli, closest in 
the fifth generation; and five crosses of Noble Victory, closest in 
the fifth generation.

“These are examples of stacking up great horses in a pedigree 
so they will have significant influence,” said Brinkerhoff, “but 
keeping them far enough back in the pedigree so you hopefully 
won’t get the deleterious effects of inbreeding.

Another facet of linebreeding is duplicating female families. An 
example of this type would be American Ideal. His sire Western 
Ideal’s third dam, Angel Hair, is a full sister to his own third dam, 
Ambiguity. Both mares are by Bret Hanover and out of K. Nora.

Avritt favors outcrossing and linebreeding, while Andrew prefers 
outcrossing if you have an inbred mare and inbreeding if you can 
double up a great ancestor from the sire and the mare, especially 
great females.

“As a rule of thumb,” said Avritt, “I do not like to see the same 
mare or stallion in the first three generations of a yearling, 
although I can accept the same stallion or mare in the third 
generation if it occurs only once and one appears in the top of the 
pedigree and the other in the bottom of the pedigree.”

Arnold, who has gradually accumulated 14 broodmares over the 
past seven years by purchasing yearling fillies and broodmares at 
Harrisburg and some race fillies retiring from the track, said that 

2016 Triple Crown winner Marion Marauder is an example of 
inbreeding, with Valley Victory showing up twice in the third 
generation of his pedigree.
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Here’s where you can

Horses
•  BUY

•  SELL
•  LEASE

•  GIVE AWAY

– or place a CLASSIFIED ADVERT

If you’re a buyer or seller at this month’s Yearling Sales,
we hope you get the price(s) you want for your horse(s)

– or manage to purchase something to take home

If things don’t turn out as anticipated, here’s your ‘Plan B’...

The HORSE SHOP
on harnessworld.co.nz

The HORSE SHOP is the newest feature of the harnessworld.co.nz
website, having been launched just prior to Christmas.

It has all the categories covered, such as Racehorses, Broodmares
and Mixed Age stock – plus Wanted to Buy, For Lease and Wanted to
Lease Sections for all these horse groups as well.

The site also has a Giveaways Section for horses and products that are being offered for free, and 
a Classifieds Section where other industry-related equipment and items can be found. So it’s got 
something for everyone!

Each horse featured in all of the For Sale and For Lease Sections has its own individual page, 
displaying photos (if supplied) plus details of its age, gender, sire and dam – all very helpful if you 
use the site's search facility to browse for something specific.

These individual pages also feature quick links to the horse's official details on HRNZ or HRA, as well 
as a description about the stock being offered.

Furthermore, Listings are FREE up until the end of February 2017.

The HORSE SHOP is proactive, because the ever-increasing list of prospective buyers who are 
signing up (which is completely free to do so) receive emails about all the New Listings on a weekly 
basis. Plus, the HORSE SHOP will be regularly advertised and promoted within the industry to 
encourage participation and raise awareness on behalf of its customers and their Listings.

And of course, being an online shop means that it’s open 24/7, 365 days a year!
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“We are type to type, individual to individual breeders. Genetics 
are very specific. But even the greatest families have `dud 
genetics,’ so we look for the great individuals out of the great 
families.

“All stallions, including the greatest stallions, do not match all 
mares, so we employ a phenotype and pedigree structure on 
selecting even the most successful stallions for our individual 
mares.

“This is our approach in its most simplified form. We are making 
progress on our program, but we have not had enough success to 
be confident that we can execute this strategy effectively. But in 
any program you have to have a plan and this is ours.”

Marketability – Getting the Most in the Sales Ring 

When Andrew plans to sell offspring, he selects from stallions 
that are currently popular, but adds, “this becomes a financial 
decision as the most popular are usually the most expensive.”

Avritt said that when breeding to an unproven stallion, “they 
must be in the top two or three from the standpoint of racing 
performance (i.e. speed and earnings) and proven stallions must 
be in the top five, especially from the standpoint of yearling sale 
average.”

Avritt also advises not to “overbreed” your mare. If you have a 
“cheap” mare, don’t breed her to a top stallion because you may 
lose money. On the other hand, you can breed a top mare to a 
lesser stallion and still make money, which should be the goal of 
all small commercial breeders.

Consider the location of where the stallion stands, Avritt said. 
For example, some yearlings are more desirable than others 
because of the sire stakes program to which they are eligible. 
Also keep an eye out for shipping and boarding fees if your mare 
is bred within the state where he stands in order for the resulting 
foal to be eligible to that jurisdiction’s sire stakes program.

“The shipping and boarding fees in some instances can amount 
to almost as much as the stud fee,” he said. “If I have to ship a 
mare to New York to be bred, the transportation and boarding 
bills will run between $4,000 and $5,000.”

Lastly, Avritt said to consider the purchase of shares or 
lifetime breedings in newly retired stallions. In addition to 
“free” breedings, the owner of shares is normally entitled to 
a proportionate part of the proceeds from the sale of excess 
breedings to the stallion and the Southern Hemisphere breeding 
rights, which can be substantial.

Arnold believes in utilizing established stallions “for a number of 
reasons relating to quality and predictability,” noting that “this is 
in tension with the commercial reality of breeding to new popular 
stallions with exciting prospects, but no breeding track record.”

Many buyers, he said, are always excited about the prospects of 
new stallions, which makes the first two crops of a stallion with a 
big race record out of any marketable mare attractive on potential 
alone.

“Our breeding criteria make it difficult to exploit the new stallion 
enthusiasm,” he said. “It is a truism that a new mare with a 
great race record gets two foals accepted on potential, but if the 

foals do not work out, the mare’s later foals will become less 
marketable--regardless of the mare’s race record.” 

Unraced or low-performance mares with current highly 
productive pedigrees get a good portion of the same 
presumptions as the big race mares, Arnold said, but all mares 
have about three foals to prove their worth or the mainstream 
purchasers discard them in their thinking.

“For this reason,” Arnold said, “it may be short-term profitable to 
use unproven stallions, but risky for your mare’s future to not take 
advantage of the predictability of established stallions.”

A Message from HRNZ: 
ATTENTION ALL BREEDERS

Foal Registrations due 1 June 2017

Applications to register this season’s foals were posted 
out last November to the first named owner/lessee on 
our records.
 
The fee for registration is $150 per foal if paid by 1 June 
2017. Thereafter a scale of fees applies. 
 
Please ensure your applications are lodged and paid for 
even if you don’t have all the information required on 
the form.  In this way breeders will avoid the imposition 
of higher fees. Any missing details can be provided 
when available.
 
If you have not received an application form and believe 
you should have, please contact:

Foal Registrations Phone 03 964 1200
Harness Racing 
New Zealand
P O Box 459 
Christchurch 8140 

Email cameron@hrnz.co.nz
Email  jfrench@hrnz.co.nz
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Here’s where you can

Horses
•  BUY

•  SELL
•  LEASE

•  GIVE AWAY

– or place a CLASSIFIED ADVERT

If you’re a buyer or seller at this month’s Yearling Sales,
we hope you get the price(s) you want for your horse(s)

– or manage to purchase something to take home

If things don’t turn out as anticipated, here’s your ‘Plan B’...

The HORSE SHOP
on harnessworld.co.nz

The HORSE SHOP is the newest feature of the harnessworld.co.nz
website, having been launched just prior to Christmas.

It has all the categories covered, such as Racehorses, Broodmares
and Mixed Age stock – plus Wanted to Buy, For Lease and Wanted to
Lease Sections for all these horse groups as well.

The site also has a Giveaways Section for horses and products that are being offered for free, and 
a Classifieds Section where other industry-related equipment and items can be found. So it’s got 
something for everyone!

Each horse featured in all of the For Sale and For Lease Sections has its own individual page, 
displaying photos (if supplied) plus details of its age, gender, sire and dam – all very helpful if you 
use the site's search facility to browse for something specific.

These individual pages also feature quick links to the horse's official details on HRNZ or HRA, as well 
as a description about the stock being offered.

Furthermore, Listings are FREE up until the end of February 2017.

The HORSE SHOP is proactive, because the ever-increasing list of prospective buyers who are 
signing up (which is completely free to do so) receive emails about all the New Listings on a weekly 
basis. Plus, the HORSE SHOP will be regularly advertised and promoted within the industry to 
encourage participation and raise awareness on behalf of its customers and their Listings.

And of course, being an online shop means that it’s open 24/7, 365 days a year!



Keen to get started?  

A local Primary ITO adviser 
is available to visit you to 
discuss your next training 
steps.

Call us today on 0800 20 80 20  
or visit www.primaryito.ac.nz

Kickstart your career or business in 2017

Our programmes are designed for 
people in the workplace. If you’re 
already working in the equine 
industry and you’re keen to build  
on your skills and knowledge, we  
can help.

Primary ITO offers a range of 
workshops, short courses, National 
Certificate and Diploma qualifications 
and online programmes designed for 
people who are in employment.

We have options to suit people at all 
stages of their career from entry level 
through to business management.

Equine Breeding 

Recommended 
start

March 2017

Duration 12 months

Qualification National Certificate in 
Equine Breeding 
(Level 3) or (Level 4)

Our Equine Breeding qualifications 
are on-the-job, NZQA registered 
training programmes designed to 
arm you or your team with the skills 
and knowledge to grow your career 
or business.

Our training is shaped to fit in with 
work commitments. Most of it takes 
place at your workplace so you can 
start anytime, from anywhere. 

If this sounds like you, get in touch 
and we’ll answer any questions 
you might have, and let your local 
Primary ITO team know you’re keen 
to get started. Then we’ll organise a 
‘workplace visit’ to sit down with you 
to discuss the skills you or your team 

want to build on, and choose the 
training programmes that are right 
for you.

We also customise our programmes 
or develop in-house courses for large  
corporate organisations.

Breeding Level 3

Develop the skills and knowledge 
to work as a stud assistant under 
supervision.

At the end of this programme, you will 
be able to:

• Care for paddocked horses 

• Groom a horse, clean stables, 
analyse horse feed

• Recognise ill health in horses

• Deal with an emergency situation 
involving horses 

• Help foal a mare

• Prepare yearlings for sales and 
attend sales. 

Breeding Level 4 

For staff who are keen to progress 
to senior positions in yearling 
preparation, broodmare care and 
breeding and foaling.

At the end of this programme, you will 
be able to: 

• Care for paddocked and stabled 
horses

• Evaluate a horse’s conformation 
and action

• Prepare and hold a mare for service

• Assist to foal a mare and care for a 
sick foal.

Primary ITO offers qualifications to help develop future leaders across all primary industries, 
including the equine sector. 

Image credit: Thoroughbred Racing Magazine
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Yearlings offered in this year’s PGG Wrightson Sales catalogue may be  
eligible to race in the following series as 2YO’s & 3YO’s 

(Subject to sustaining payments being made)

N.Z Sires Stakes Series No. 34
Yearlings Sales Series No. 26
Nevele R Fillies Series No. 40

Look for the following codes at bottom of each page in catalogue so you can be 
part of the exclusive series racing for exceptional stake money.

“NZSS, NZYSS & Nevele R”

“Next sustaining payment due for the above mentioned series is July 1st 2016”

N.Z Sires Stakes Series have an estimated total stake pool of $1,200,000  
– be a part of it!

2YO & 3YO C & G Pacers Finals $170,000 est.
2YO & 3YO Fillies Pacers $150,000 est.

2YO & 3YO Trotters Championship + Preludes $60,000 est.
15 Heats @ $22,000 + Silver & Consolations Races est.

“New Developing Races” – this Season

7 “New” races – Harness 5000, Sophomore Classic, Aged Mares & Trotters $40,000 est.
Rosslands 3YO Graduate & Graduette $30,000 est.

Nevele R Fillies Series – 3YO Filly Pacers – 7 Heats est. $20,000 &  
Final/ Consol $140,000 est. 

N.Z Yearling Sales Race Series have an estimated total stake pool of $900,000 
– be a part of it!

2YO & 3YO Open Pacers Finals - $175,000 est.
2YO & 3YO Fillies Pacers Finals - $150,000 est.

2YO & 3YO Trotters Finals – $65,000 est.
Aged Pace - $50,000 est.

The PGG Wrightson Sales Series 25 Open 3YO for the pacers 
raced at Alexandra Park on New Year’s eve will increase to 
$200,000 (up from $175,000) and the PGG Wrightson 3YO Sales 
Trotters at Addington in May goes from an original $65,000 to 
$80,000.

PGG Wrightson Sales Series 26 has also experienced very 
positive sustaining payments so the Sires’ Stakes Board along 
with PGG Wrightson have announced both the 2YO and 3YO 
Open’s will go to $200,000 as well and the 2YO and 3YO Trotters 
are raised to $70,000. Both races for the fillies remain at $150,000.

All stakes paid are a direct proportion to the numbers paying in 
each section. While a few years ago there was a surge in filly 
numbers, currently it is the colts and geldings and the trotters 
that are strong. With further sustaining payments to come for 
Series 26 there may still be further increases in that series.

With a view to further growth the Board has given it’s undertaking 
to expand the opportunities in the PGG Wrightson Sales Series as 
well as Sires’ Stakes.

While Sires’ Stakes was initially established to provide “classic” 
opportunities for two-year-olds. That area is very well catered 
for and it is now about creating opportunity for a wider pool 
of horses. The Sales Series condition race at Kaikoura is a 
shining example and similarly the five new “conditioned” races 
established in conjunction with HRNZ and the Clubs. C A Penny’s 
win in the Nevele R Southern Mares race on Show Day was 
exactly the sort of field and result we are looking to provide.

Some of the new races may even be a step below this grade 
because the key is finding when the pool of available horses 
is at its peak and then setting conditions to provide an equal 
competition. New Board member Darrin Williams who is 
representing HRNZ provides us with a wealth of experience in 
this field.

We hope to have the first of the “new” PGG Wrightson Sales 
Series opportunities announced early in 2017.

N.Z Sires Stakes Board 16/12/2016

PGG WRIGHTSON SALES SERIES STAKES 
INCREASES & EXPANSIONS

Winning connections The Shutkowski’s, Nikki Reed from Nevele R 
and PGGW’s Bruce Barlass on Show Day after winning the Nevele 
R Sires Stakes Southern Mares Classic $40,000
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Helping grow the countrywww.standardbred.co.nz

Sale of the

2 0 1 7  N E W  Z E A L A N D  Y E A R L I N G  S A L E S

WITHDRAWALS
(AS AT 23/01/17):

AUCKLAND:
Lots 8, 31, 60.

CHRISTCHURCH:
Lots 152, 155, 202, 205, 228, 236, 297, 307, 334, 415, 431, 451, 
467, 489, 499. Note: Lot 417A (Repeat Love - Phoebe Revival Filly) Replaces Lot 417

Both sales webcast live at www.standardbred.co.nz

AUCKLAND
Sunday 19 February: 
PARADE: 2.30pm

Monday 20 February: 
SALE: 11.00am 

CHRISTCHURCH
Tuesday 21 and  
Wednesday 22 February:

PARADE: 9.00am (Both days) 
SALE: 12 noon (Both days)

First nine in the 2015 NZ Sires’ Stakes 3yo Final purchased at the Sales

‘Bettor Than The Best’ offered by Studholme Bloodstock and Gavin Chin, purchased by Kennard Bloodstock and renamed ‘Lazarus’.


